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‘ISIS! An lnlertuttlutuil hullatlu III
news; events ltlltl l‘l1lltllll‘l'IlI tut wit
men, Issue 2 rmllllllln lltllrlult ml still
darity for tortllrtltl wntlltul, put lelttu
in Africa and wtmttm ht the tlttllv
press. A sullscrlptlntt rtutll ll up I H
from ISIS, (‘tutti Ptutlllle till, I H I
Carouge, Swltznrlntitl.

CIBSS W81‘ ill “I0 /\l‘lllZ A tlllltll-llllll
of documents on the nun pl: ttpttlml
corporate reaction ht ml. ll ttttlut ell
by the League of Hnrllllllil Arllltltt

, ample quote ahtllll .Itl|l|l lltii at ‘it
W PAI _t'_I‘ER OF (Nil! 'I‘lMl*'t ‘It In ll

magni icent examp e of that lmllll
oisself-seeking which t’tllll'Il!II the

. alse intellectual glitter til it phll
M393Zlfl6$/Journals ophythat eschews ll the-tir ttf hillmv

A edge....’Forcopies write wrtlt lt.tt.e,PBITIPIIIBIS o The Provisional Commlltti t ll
ll.amberwell Church Street, lmtllnn

SE5.
Dancing House Squat: I-Imerttmil v

Home; 01- Jail; ‘Z The 131951 edition produced for (?A("l'l. tum
pamphlet from Release shows erence. It is an attempt to show httw

st ' th ' t' ' ‘ 'eppmg “P B“ Opera “ms cost 10p-plus postage_.from llattrrll
against squatters because of House S “at C 0 B r_ _ q , / OX 2, NV, l‘tm|l as
the impending legislation en _ Centres, as Mansfield Road,
Criminal Trespass. Single copies . ‘ o‘tt'ingham..*
cost 1 5p plus postage from : p ,
Release Publications. 1, Elgin ;UmguaK= The first Urpsuar Report
Avenua, London w 9_ - . :Novem er/December —has been |lHt

_ , duced by the Committee for lluuutu
P3t"31'chY A Pamlmlet with Rights in Uruguay. Send-10p for
the papers from the Patriarchy copies to CHRl—Ui-uguay, C/ll (‘lllla
Conference held last May has Cttee. for Human Rights, 1 (fitm-
been published. Copies for 35p bridge Terrace, London NW1 4Jl..
fi'°m 1 §”°m°"'5 Publishing Radical Philosophy: The -autumn
C0"9¢t1V°- 30, T31b°t Teflacei 1976 issue contains a s ecili-i nu ile-P PlLewes, Sussex. ment on Philosophy from Below

. pr" tittr lPh'l h.M
Hand‘ on Inland! New bunch" C:))Il1El(i:1gS03rtiE(I:IB!S:::)n Tigtssthlra BIILI in
fl'0I11 1119 R°V0|"fi0T1fl1'Y Comm" Fatalistic Marxism, Morality and the
1111581; GIOIIP tlfgllillg the Heed T01‘ ‘self and personal autonomy and his
an anti-imperialist movement __in torical materialism. Single copltutTHE RIUS CARTOON BOOK MARX FOR BEGINNERS A tettem-A A"i°1°e*"¢'eee “whet I °°t‘ "°P P1“ P°““g° "'°“‘ “'""""'

is OUR SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER THIS
MONTH.  

- - - is * Philosophy, 40 Langdon Park llmltl, M we
postage from RCG Publications. §Cameraw0rk: Issue 4 is now out

SEND in YOUR SUBSCRIPTION ORDER TOUS av 4°’ "“‘“°" 3?a“' L°“"°" SE 2“  Z?‘i.i?§'%i"ii‘£2‘i°i»‘ii1.‘i‘3gi%$l$.‘i"§.'.'.Tl
FEBRUARY is 1971 AND we WILL NOT ON-LY
SEND YOU A YEAR’S POSTAL SUBSCRIPTION
T_0 'rui~: LEVELLER, cur WE WILL ALSO SEND
YOU ABSOLUTELY FREE TI-IE WRITERS AND I
READERS’ COOPERATIVE BOOK, SELLING IN THE
SHOPS FOR £1.00. ‘L -
Therc are two kinds of Subscription :- A
Supporting Subscribers Pay according to their wages and
receive a year’s-copies: They' also get a vote at the Annual
General Meeting of the Friendly Society which controls
and owns the magazine. They get Newsletters and are
kept informed of all developments. Those earning
less than £2,500 pay £10.00 ;those earning more than
that sum pay £20.00.
flrdinary Subscribers All pay £5 .00 and receive a year’s
subscription.__They do not own the magzine.  

Please make me a Supporting/Ordinary Subscriber.

l en close a cheque for
I
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Cleaners: Written by Linda Finn and . Black stereotyping‘ C°pies COMGavin Williams, BU REAUCRATS 02,21’ Pl“ P°s“‘g° ';f°h‘“ HQ}; 'X'{]""AND WOMEN CLEANERS is about P °"°g’“P'},Y WE‘ S °p* "
what happened to a grou of women Street L0“ on 1. _ P - '
cleanem BmP10YB_d 111 11 P31“! Of Hun%ry 1956: The November llllllluDurham Unoversity when they tried , of A ARCHIST WORKER con-
t0 Sa}fl_ SIIPPO" _f01' b°"@1"l53Y flfld tained a special supplement on the
conditions. Available from Solida- events of Hungary 1956, It contains
ity §London), c/o 123 Lathoin Road interesting information and a chrtmtt

I-0" 011 E6 for 1919. logy of events. Single copies are
available from ANARC-HIST WON t

Complaints and Disorders: Subtitled Pkfigbérasiggltman Street’ Hun‘
the politics of sickness, this book '
deals with Medical Science as one sit‘ 'Pe_ople’s Power: This is a new verlun
the most powerful sources of sexist of what was an occassional bulletin
idelology in our culture, It describes about Mozambique, Guinea Bissau
medicinefs contribution to sexual - ,and Angola. This issue- (No 4) detlltt
oppression in the late 19th and with the People’s National Assembly
early 20th centuries and analyses - in Guinea Bissau. A subscription
womens’ rehtion to medical prac- A costs £2.50 from Mozambique and
tice today. It costs 85p from Writers Guinea Information Centre, Top
and Readers Co-operative, 14 Talacre Fllor, 12 Little Newport Street,
Road, London NW5 3PE. "London WC 2AH '7JJ
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Visions: Alternative/community -b k h k - _ All inserts free Send copy to _
Awgg, 352% tggnadofifig '8 less AIC11 The Leveller 1,550, Drumrnond St;, . n Wed
Sat, 12-6 pm. Wide rangepof books, Lontd-on NY,-i‘bgu0py (geadlme £9"
pamphlets, posters on sexual politics, “ex —lsSue" e My ' __
food reform, alternative technology,
labour movement, third world, etc. .
Part of Archway Life Widening
Scheme which includes pottery, _
Horrrsey*‘Women?sCenti:e,.weaving_a '
darkroom a_nd,a cafe.

i.e"‘t%i|ei
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Vaginal infections: A useful pam- I
ph et to read when you‘ve finally
come to the end of your tether with
doctors who don’t do anything. Ex-
plains_in simple language the various
infections and what can be done. '
Single copies 10p plus postage from‘
Essex Road Wornen’s Health Group,
108 Essex Road, London N1.
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VOICE OF THE BLACK COMMUNITY IN BRITAIN

”. . . . it is againstthe background of [this] govern-
ment's policy that we begin to formulate the answers
to the question, where do we go from here? Govern-
ments concerle nothing unless faced with a power as
formidable and as powerful as the state which protects
them. It is in the realisation of this fact that there is
increasing discussion within the black community . . . .
The objective is simple. To use our power, formidably
organised, to win what we want.”

Race Today Editorial,
A October, 1976.

Published by the Race Today Collective, a black
working class organisation actively involved in the
struggles of black workers. Race Today, adds a new
dimension to revolutionary journalism.
It is essential reading for all who want to be seriously
informed of the struggles of the West Indian and
Asian population in Britain, and also gives systematic
coverage to working class activity in the Caribbean
and Asia.
Recent issues include coverage of the:

Black» Parents and Students Movement
Bengali Housing Action Group in Britain

And articles on:
The recent election in Trinidad and Tobago
News from Dominica and Guyana

F. Gallassif

l

A JOURNAL OF SOVIET STUDIES
AND SOCIALIST THEORY

CONTENTS OF No. 6 lnow on salel:
Surviving as a Satirist in the Soviet Union: The Master and Margarita
by Mikhail Bulgakov

G. Kay: The Falling Rate of Profit, Unemployment and Crisis
M. Lowy:
H.H. Ticktin:
S. Meikle:
Karel Kaplanf
M. Reiman:
Surveys: Moves Against the Left in West Germany; China Since the Cultural

From the Great Logic of Hegel to the Finland Station in Petrograd
The Contradictions of Soviet Society and Professor Bettleheim
Dialectics and Cognition: A Reply to D.H. Ruben
An Open Letter to Vasily Bilak
Solzhenitsyrfs Gulag: A Reply from Eastern Europe

Q Revolution; Yugoslavia in i975.

BOOK RevieW$I l.l. Rubin's Essays on Marx's Theory of Value," H. Braverman's Labour
and Monopoiy Capital; Cathy Porter's Fathers and Daughters.

BACK NUMBERS ARE AVAILABLE. CONTENTS INCLUDE:
No. l- J. Pelikan: Workers’ Control in (Irt.~r:linslnvrtkl;l.' H-ll Tlckllnl TQWOTOE 3 POllil¢i'=|| Ei3°"°mY

of the USSR. _
No_ I2 D. Law} The Left Opposition in 1923; ll,l-l. Tlt:ltlui The Political Economy of the Soviet

Intel! t al. -er: u
No. 3—- Ernest Mandel: Ten Theses on the Trnllsiliiin.=_tl Sntrluty; (I. (iririrlcy: Factory Committees

and the Dictatorship of the Prtlltilau int IBIB.
No.4 - M. Holuberiko: The Soviet Working Class lilstztlnlnnt ilflll 0|,.l[.lOSlliOI‘I§ G. Smith: The

Political Economy of the SUVIHI Huftnlrt Mt>vunu~rtl.' .l l.. lJ.'illemagne: Justice for Bukharin.
No. 5- M. Cox: The Politics of the Dissenting lrllr.tllnt:lil.ll, (1. (Ian lwllqhl; The Myth of the Economic

Reforms in Hungary; B. Gott»v' Arlll-Stuillttstn Ill llusst.-in l llnrature.

FUTURE ISSUES WILL INC LUDE:
B. Koski: The Situation of Women in Pnlanrl
Fl. 8.2 Anti-Semitism and the Stlvlnl llllulrl
S. Moll-(lei The State and the Trarlslllrillal Per ltirl
D. Flllioli Preolirazhensklfs Therily til tho lrrlnsilltmnl l’mltul

Left Communist Theses of 1918

CRITIQUE is an ilitlependent journal (l(!V(lli.‘il to .1 rt |lllTtll nrullysis of the Soviet Union
and Eastern Europe, and to the iurlliul ili?Vi‘lll|Hlll'lll ill Mulxlsl llltuiry. lt is published
twice yearly.
PRICES: Subscriptions lin¢lurling pUSlt'l(_']f!l Ono yr-at lu|.nni I l Lil]. llvt.-rsaas 54.00; TWO V9375-
lnland EZOO, Ounrsp-as $150. lrlslillltlclrlal llllll.llu'.s, vll l l llll' yr-.tl llllilllrl l'?.OU'. OV9T‘5E35 86-in-
Two years - Double yearly rate. UK anti (Tnnlnu.-nl;ll sulist lllli'I"i will rtwtstvn annual mailings on
the CFIFIQIIP Ctml‘Pr"Pnr~le.

Back Nurnborst lrllanrl BOp_ Uvru Soils S)’ ill] l llll til‘ tr". llllillllll l ')l7i, Overseas $4.“).
|'\| [L lirnrflqrt -;l|l;qq-t |l1p_|<;; (_‘,l'|pr]|,|p5|r1llFl.*'(";tri,nll.lll llrlllillt. nllly lIIlll'lWl\l! [HIVITIBHI lfl international
llulrmy rlltlnrs

For a subscription write to: CR/TH)!/F. 31 Clavatitm Road, Glasgow G12 OPH,
Scotland. lTel'. 041-339 5267i. ‘

INVESTIGATORS
HANDBOOK
A guide for fenonfs, workers ond action
groups on how to investigate companies,
organisations ond individuols. Details
hundreds of sources of information ond
explains where to find it. how to use it.
Only 30p (inc post.) from Community
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- 19-23 FASHION - The ideology and exploitation. An examination
of the structure of the business.

4-8 PHILIP AGEE and Mark Hosenball are threatened with
deportation because they exposed the'CIA. The Leveller
deree the Home Secretary to banish us to ---- .3? l 

Page ,9". Jamaica : Heavy _
Manners and socialism. David Clark .
analyses the choices facing Michael '

“"' Manley after last month’s elections.

illiliiiiil

Page 16-1 '7 Socialism in One
Municipality ‘? Nick Davidson and _
Tony Nicholls examine Wandsworth
and its attempt to combat local
unemployment.

=l==l==l==i==l==l==i==l==t==i=

. . . - I1 S ' 'The Bonus Struggle in India _ _ Action, P.O .Box 665, London SWIX 8DZ ll .§,§,,§§'j};‘,{‘,?;,i,",§’,;‘,§gP”,§f*;-jg‘;
Black workers at Fords — Britain A the Nats it John Nairn reports.
The Notting Hill Carnival Riot
Black footballers in Britain
The Subversion of the Black Panther Party

SUBSCRIBE NOW

Britain £3.00
Abroad £4.00
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Vestey - Exploitation in the Meat
Trade .....Page 10' * * * * * * * * * *

An_ examination of the self-organi- by the army and police in Latin
sation ofgay workers within the America are ruthlessly wiping out
trade union movement the left Peter Thorn investigates

READERS’ MEETINGS

BIRMINGHAM The Wellington, Bristol Road,
, _ _ corner of Bromsgrove Road, City Centre.

| I ' '1" Hun; Wednesday January 26. 7.30pm
OXFORD The Greyhound Gloucester Green,

BECOMEA FIGHTING SUBSCRIBER A T pg 3 ' » ' 'Oxford. ’
Pay £5.00 per year for your subscription instead of the gr
normal rate. You will not only receive Race Today but -
also RACE TODAY PUBLICATIONS. ~02»eelis is

' - 1-‘ ‘_.

This issue has been produced collectively by the Leveller Working
Committee and published by the Leveller Magazine Ltd, a registered
Cooperative Friendly Society. A
Working Committee meetings are held every Tuesday night at our
offices. Readers are welcome to attend and assist in the develop-
ment of the magazine.
We also welcome written contributions, photographs, cartoons and
story ideas.

Issue Number Three. January 1977 I
155a, Drummond Street, London NW1

Phone 01387 0176
Typesetting by : Race Today (01 737 2268)

Rye Express (01 639 3908/4251)

Printed by : Feb Edge Litho. The Oval. London E2

Distributed by Publications Distribution Co-operative,
27, Clerkenwell Close, London EC 1

CONTENTS

Jamaica - Socialism or Starvation Page 9
London Brick - Choking Fumes .....Page 11
Rock Against Racism .....Page 12
Book Review (Political Economy of Science) Page I3
Letters (Understanding the Crisis etc)..... Page 14
Jobs Fight in Wandsworth .... .. ‘Page-"16

- Equal Pay Act - One Year On Page 18
Scottish Labour Party Page 24 "
Welsh Evictions Page 25
Gays and the Unions Page 26
RCG Split Page 27

_ Latin American Teri-or Squads .....Page 28
Nationwide Agitprop Page 31

5 Page 24 The rise and fall of 

[EB ‘i
/ . . - v ,7 v ~yPage 26 Gays and the Unions. Page 28 Terror Gangs operated .5 A /'7 ‘ '7‘ /
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ll Well bhafls mere. war strike; ¢-¢,,;b,,.,- C“ astfi tn . . . .

,[_°1;l~,|',;,~r|. %e.'ls got: an emu in her bathroom, Y5-5’ an gm“ in pp, ba,u,“,.00m,|_ _ .. t-.-t.-.t,E-e‘i.<.f.'

H ' qcover Picture : “inc this hell to meet ih
Ofifi llinkmen in iho move to cohort igoe and

N I Thursday January 2?. "/.30pai tiosenbp-11. Senior CIA officer, Milton S.
5.S.K.5.. o  gijnefiglZ§i.$§u§l'1Oi?hem§.Z€§'§:r.0n the -‘ii’-=3}°‘t‘i, _e-S heed of the epeeiel US Liaison) Lnuxfl “L1. Office 1n“ London is responsible for

liaison with British Intelligence.
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THE CIA In Britain is not just an
intelligence-gathering organisation. It
uses the information which it collects.
The CIA acts covertly to enforce the
foreign policy of the United States,
hand in hand with the overt activity.
37 per cent of the CIA’s 1974 budget
is dermsé _'=.<>__¢_=s>£'¢- taelitival aeiivnttgtrhich
is secret interference in the internal affairs
of other countries - according to Philip
Agee at the meeting at Central Hall, West-
minster, at the start of the campaign
against the deportations.
Despite the close liaison which exists be-
tween the CIA and British intelligence,
Britain too has been the target of such
covert CIA activity.
The CIA began interfering in British polit-

tics as early as 1948 when CIA founder
Walter Bedell Smith, future CIA '
Director, Allen Dulles, and CIA International
Organisations Divisions director, Thomas
Braden set up the American Committee on
a United Europe (ACUE). Using business-
men and academics as cover, the ACUE
began channeling funds to the European
Movement.
A pattern of intervention was set which
has been repeated often since. Winston
Churchill and Duncan Sandys knew that
the US money was coming in. Only a few-
thousand dollars went into the European
Movement itself, but it was crucial before
fmancing was picked up by big business.
Most US cash went into a separate organi-
sation, the European Youth Campaign
(EYC).
EYC, set up in 1951, received more than
three ‘million dollars in the following
eight years. The money was used to fmance
political campaigns in support of West
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p Agee, threatened with deportation by
Home Secretary Merlyn Rees, are both friends and supporters of
The Leveller. Members of The Leveller collective are taking
part in the Agee/Hosenball Defence Committee. In these pages,
_we present analyses of the deportation cases and the sinister
political forces behind them.
PHIL KELLY, who co-wrote Leveller articles with Mark and
is convenor of the AHDC details some of the CIA’s activities
in Britain, and the Agency’s world-wide role is outlined by JOHN
MARKS, former US State Department official, and PHILIP AGEE
The activities of British security, who have always worked ha1id-in-
glove with the CIA, are described by TONY BUNYAN. g _
TIM GOPSILL, organiser. of the AHDC presents an outline of the

_defeiice__fl c_a_mpaign, and PHIL KELLY a profile of Mark Hosenball.

versy about US money. When the story of
the US involvement in the European move-
ment appeared in May 1975, bothpflatly
denied any such knowledge.
During the 1950s, with the Cold War in
full swing, the CIA financed the Congress
for Cultural Freedom (CCF) and the
International Student Conference (ISC)
through dummy foundations. All was revealed
by the New York Times and the US
magazine Ramparts in 1967.
In Britain, the monthly journal Encounter
was owned and run by the CCF. Editor
"Melvin Lasky piloted the paper through
the revelations, saying that he had become
aware that the CIA were behind the CCF
and that he had argued against it and
sought to diversify Encounter’s finances,
but had decided not to reveal the fact.

Foreign Secretary Anthony Crosland worked
full-time ,for CCF in 1956-57 and as a
part-time consultant until he became a

German re-armament run by EYC and other ‘Minister in 1964. Crosland’s CCF connect-
youth organisations. EYC ’s British Secre-
tary was Maurice Foley, later a Labour
MP.
Sandys knew about the CIA‘ involvement :
that is clear from a thesis written by a

ions were played down until 1974, when a
pamphlet appeared, reprinting a story. by
Richard Fletcher which the Sunday Times
had thrown out. Crosland said that he had
no knowledge of the CIA’s involvement with

son of the European Movement’s Secretary ' CCF‘
General. Foley knew too, because the Fletcher’s story also revealed that Chancellor
Labour Party Youth Orgagiisation disaffiliated
from EYC in 1952, after "a public contro-

Denis Healey acted as London correspondent
for an obscure American social democratic

journal, the New Leader, for ten years until
1964. Through its publisher Sol Levitas,
the -magazine served as cover for CIA pene-
tration into social democratic organisations
and the international labour movement,

Healey said that he too had not known
of the CIA involvement in the New Leader;
anyway, he had only been paid fifteen
dollars for each contribution. r

The Church Committee described what was
going on as follows I “Case officers
groomed and cultivated individuals who
could provide strong pro-western leadership”. ' 1
CCF also ran a London—based propaganda _
and ‘news agency’, Forum Service. In 1965
they decided to improve its image by ‘pro-
fessionalising’ it. They called in Brian
Crozier, a writer for the Economist and
another CCF consultant. Forum Service
was re-incarnated as Forum World Features
(FWF). Crozier was President and Managing
Director. FWF’s connectiogs with the CIA
were revealed in Time Ou in April 1975,
and more details appeared in The Guardian
in December. .
A memorandum to the CIA’s Director in
1968 said that FWF “provided the US with
a significant means to counter communist
propaganda”, and also commented that it
was run “with the co-operation and know-
ledge of British intelligence”. Crozier now
says that he was concerned in the early _

-gun“ i years of FWF with pressure from the CCF The strike was financed by the CIA through
L ,1‘ J‘ . _ . . .Paris office, and with rumours which the London based Public Service International,

linked CCF with the CIA. He was intending an organisation which groups local govern-
to resign in 1966, but was persuaded not -ment officials’ unions throughout the world.
to do so by his staff. Among them was a
serving CIA officer, Robert Gene Gately,
FWF Vice President. Crozier said in a
letter of 1966 to CCF head Michael Josselson
that FWF “should be made commercially
viable before using it to any degree for
any other purpose.”
One of the purposes for which FWF was
used was book-publishing. The CIA has
always regarded books as an important com-
ponent of propaganda.
A 1961 memo unearthed by the Church
Committee said, “Books differ from other
propaganda media primarily because one
single book can change attitudes and action
to an extent unmatched by the impact of
any other single medium.”
One of the books which appeared under the
auspices of FWF, in the ‘World Realities’
.series was Robert Moss’s book, “Chile’s
Marxist Experiment”.
Twice as many copies were bought and
given away by the Chilean military junta
as were sold commercially. All royalties
from books published by Forum World
Features have now passed to-a company
owned personally by Crozier : Rossiter
Publications Limited.
Money from Kent House Enterprises, the
firm which owned FWF, was essential in
helping Crozier to establish the Institute
for the Study of Conflict (ISC), the right-
Wing think-tank which he now claims is
“neither owned nor financed nor controlled
by the CIA or any other intelligence service
or government department in this or any
other country.”
‘Neither Crozier nor the ISC would be
where they are today without the ClA’s
assistance.
Moss is now the Director of the National
Association for Freedom, and Crozier is
on its Council. So are the newly-promoted
Conservative MPs, Winston Churchill
and Rhodes Boyson, and the former deputy
head of MI 6, George Young.

But to return to 1967 :_ Many, leading
British students had been involved in the
International Student Conference , including
one-time Presidents J. Gwyn Morgan, now
working for the Labour Party, and Geoffrey
Martin, now with the British Council. Their
‘irivestigation’ into the alle ationsB
‘showed’ that there had been no NUS know-
ledge of CIA involvement in fmancing
not even by Geoff Martin when he was
ISC’s Treasurer. All concerned had been
worried by ISC’s dependence on US money,
they said, and had tried to find alternative
sources of finance.
For good measure, Morgan added that
,Americans had not been prominent in
.running ISC, and that the foundations which
had provided the money had not attempted
to interfere in the organisation’s affairs.
At least one former staff member, Meta
Ramsay, works for British intelligence.
The CIA has also been active in British
colonies, with the support of the British
Government.
In 1963, British Guiana’s Prime Minister,
Cheddi Jagan, was removed from office
by the British Government after a 79 day
general strike and continued violence against

left-inclined government.

The CIA’s move into the PSI started in ‘
1958. Donors who operated through the
PSI’s US affiliate, the American Federation
of State, Count,ty and Municipal Employees
made available funds to finance an organi-
sational and recruiting drive in Latin
America, and the setting up of a separate
Latin American section of PSI the following
year.

The drive must have cost at least £30,000
a year. A PSI representative, Herbert
McCabe, appeared in Guiana during the
1963 strike and disbursed an estimated
£150,000 to strikers, thus keeping the
opposition to Jagan alive.
The CIA cash came through the dummy
Gotham Foundation. The Sunday Times
claimed that the whole operation was
carried on with the knowledge of the then
Prime Minister Harold MacMillan and
Colonial- Secretary Duncan Sandys. Sandys
refused to comment.
Questioned. in Parliament in April 1967,
Harold Wilson said that “questions, so far
as that period is concerned, should be
put elsewhere.” To the Conservptives.
Michael Foot called for an enquiry, and
asked Wilson to “say to the United States
Government, quite clearly that we do not *
want the CIA interfering in our affairs.”
The Tory front bench stayed silent.
The CIA also supported Tom Mboya in
Kenya, and still operates an office in Lon-
don, code-named LCPIPPIT, which controls
recruitment and operations in Africa.
The US National Security Agency, NSA.
co-operates with other western intelligence
agencies in monitoring world-wide diploma-tic,
commercial and military broadcasts, even
from pro-western countries. In
Britain, the work is handled in part by the
British Government’s communications
Headquarters at Cheltenham (GCHQ). Inter-
cepted transmissions are handed over under
the intelligence-sharing agreement which
unites the five major white English-speaking
countries - the US, Britain, Canada, Aust-
ralia and New Zealand.
All CIA activity in Britain - whether infor-
mation passed on from MI 5 and MI 6, or
covert political activity - is controlled from
the CIA station within the London US
Embassy. The station has at least 70
staff, under the control of the new station
chief, Dr Edward Proctor, formerly the
CIA’s Deputy Director for Intelligence.
Their cover is mainly three sections of the
Embassy : ‘Political Liaison’, the ‘Office
of the Special US Liaison Officer’, and
the ‘Joint Reports and Research Unit’.
The closeness of the liaison with our own
intelligence services is shown by the fact
that at least one CIA man has an office in
the Ministry of Defence ; and the former
chief of MI 6, Sir Maurice Oldfield.

‘i

served for several years under cover as a
British diplomat in our Washington Embassy.

Harold Wilson said in Parliament in April
1975 that everything which the CIA did in
Britain was known to the British Government
This overt liaison should fool no-one, not
even our own security services. Philip Agee
has often quoted cases which occurred during
his service in the CIA, where he and
colleagues worked with local ‘security services

\
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in some operations while going behind their
backs with independent activity at the same
time.
The CIA has acted here in support of US
foreign policy objectives. Some of the
methods used have been exemplified above
Changing political realities in Britain have
affected US policy towards this country, and
altered the focus of covert action, but
what has been revealed fits a pattern.
Iinmediately after the Second World War
Britain was a safe base,for the CIA.
British social democracy was an ally in the
re-building of the labour movement in
Western Europe. When genuine revulsion
against Moscow's manipulation of the
international trade union movement produced
a split which embroiled the movement in
("fold War politics, the CIA stepped in and
used ‘free’ trade union organisations through-
out the world. British politics were manipul-
ated to build support for western European
unity, which the US saw as essential to
guarantee to other European nations that
West German re-armament would not menace
their security.

The intellectual and academic cold war was
fought from British soil. Student and Youth
organisations here were supported. The
press was manipulated and provided with
stories to counter ‘communist propaganda’.
Money was provided where necessary, but self
self-supporting organisations were preferred.
As British colonies became independent,
Britain became a base from which future
colonial leaders could be recruited, and
socialism in the colonies could be fought.
As class conf1ict_ in British politics sharpens
in the 70s, the ClA’s old friends, Moss
and Crozier, are running the National
Association for Freedom, whose influence has
has introduced a new note of strident
reaction into the Conservative Party’s
position.
In 1967 Michael Foot demanded an enquiry
into the CIA’s activities in Britain : wheflier
or not he still thinks, it so urgent, the
demand is as, important as -ever for demo-
crats and socialists. What journalists can
discover must be the tip of the iceberg :
Britain needs at least as thorough an I
enquiry as the US Congress mounted into
flie CIA, and if the Labour Govemment
won’ t- do it, the Labour movement should.
Far from being kicked out, Philip Agee and
Mark Hosenball should be invited as the
star witnesses.
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IF MARK Hosenball’s deportation
story started anywhere, it was when he
retumed from a visit to the States in
late 1974 with a copy of Washington
Monthly . It carried an article, “How
to Spot a Spook” by John Marks, former
State Department official who quit like
Philip Agee and wrote a book exposing
the CIA.

The article told how to identify CIA officers
working under cover as diplomats in American
embassies.
Mark was then a reporter on Time Out and I
was freelancing for them. Mark brought the
piece into the newsroom and handed it to
me with a casual “You might be interested
in this”. My reaction was the delighted
exclamation: “But we can do it here.”
We did, and it was the start of the campaign
of what Mark called “guerilla journalism”
against the CIA that has brought him close
to being shipped back to America, where
he, the inspiration, and the CIA all came from.
But it took us a while to get the material
together. We called on the help of an ex-CIA
agent who had recently settled in England,
Philip Agee. At the London party where we
first met him was Victor Marchetti, another
former agent who had quit, and who was flie
co-author of John Marks’ book, “The CIA and
the Cult of Intelligence.”
Journalists on The Guardian and the then
Workers’Press, together with American free-
lances in London were already working with
Agee, and we all joined in the painstaking
work of searching through American diplo-
matic records in the British Museum - that’s
where it all happened - for the tell-tale signs
that betray CIA men among the diplomatic
staff. I don’t think most people realise how
stunningly boring most spook-spotting is.
The first story appeared in London in March
1975,but not in The Guardian. It was too
much for editor Alastair Hetherington, who
told the reporter concerned, Martin Walker,
that these people were “our friends". More
exposures followed, naming more agents and
revealing the CIA influence on the movement I
to get Britain into the EEC (on which we

. worked with Richard Fletcher, who had pion-
eered exposure of the CIA in Britain with his
delving into the Agency’s activities in the

An old friend on:

Labpur Movement). They culminated with
lifting the cover on the Agency's news agency,
Forum World Features, and its offspring, the
Institute for the Study of Conflict.
This work led directly to the exposure of the
links between the ISC (CIA), the National
Association for Freedom and the right wing
of thelory party which Martin Walker and
Peter Chippindale have managed, after a struggle
to get into the Guardian.
I don’t know whether Mark dreamed up
“guerilla journalism”, or picked the phrase up
in the States, but it was apt. By using perfectly
ordinary research methods, largely with pub-
lislied material, a very small group has been
able to mount very damaging surprise attacks
on the CIA, probably the most powerful and
evil influence in the world.
Mark and I became close friends and shared a
flat. I don’t think we talked politics much but
it was clear fliat, while no ideologue, he had
definite anti-imperialist views. He worked on
other exposures of right-wing extremism : the
South African Bureau of State Security, and
Sun Moon’s Unification Church. He wrote
about the British Government’s intelligence
communications headquarters in Cheltenham,
and he and I co-wrote a piece in the pilot issue
of The Leveller on the role of British Intelli-
gence in.Zambia and Angola.
Mark has a tenacious manner of enquiry, blunt
to the point of rudeness, which gets results.
It is part of his approach to life, which is naive,
sometimes even thoughtless and insensitive -
and in his work which is, anyway, the most
important thing.
It was also clear that he felt he was wasted on
Time Out, where commercial pressures
restricted the news staff to one and a half
pages a week. So he decided to try for the
London Evening Standard. His line at the
interview was that they had no idea what
young people, or the left, were doing. He got
the job.
Unfortunately, Fleet Street has lured other and
older left journalists before and turned them
into disillusioned hacks. That hasn’t had
time to happen yet to Mar k, but there was
some hostility from Standard journalists to
this 25 year old American from what they
considered a fringe magazine, who had not
been through the restrictive and exploitative
apprenticeship scheme run by the newspaper
bosses and the NUJ, being taken on while
home-grown hacks were queuing up to sample
the expense-account boozing of the Street of
Shame.
The investigative stories he had wanted to
do did not materialise. He rang me every day
for stories and moral support, but he became
increasingly isolated from his old friends on
Time Out and The Leveller.
Even so, no-one was prepared for his reaction
to the deportation threat. When he got the
notice to quit, he rang me and said, “If I’m
going to go, I’m going to go big.” But by the
time of his press conference, some six hours

 

later, it was clear that if he was going to go, he
was going to go very small indeed. A low-profile
strategy had been heavily imposed on him by
his editor Charles Wintoiir, and lawyer Denis

‘ Muirhead.
Then it emerged that Philip Agee was
threatened too, and virtually everyone who
knew Mark tried to persuade him that the
case had taken on a totally new political di-
me-nsie-ii. that he should join the public earn-it
paign and help Philip by linking their cases
and persuading some of his well-connected
supporters to work for both of them. The
attempts proved fruitless.
Rumours have been thrown around that
Mark's attitude means there is a dell being
set up, under which he would stay, as sop
to liberal opinion, and Philip would go. The
behaviour of a handful of MPs and much of
the influential Sunday press has illde this
look possible. But Mark insists no such thing
is happening : not even the private interview
he and his father, a top US civil servant, had
at the Home Office, gave any such indication.
Although the Standard quoted Mark aihsaying
he had never worked with Agee, he says :“Of
course I have never dissociated myself from
Philip Agee or the Defence Committee. I have
listed in my statement to the Home Office
the number of occasions on which I met him,
and I’ve said that he was a source on one or
two stories on the CIA. I’ve said that I asked
him once about British Intelligence, and that
he knew nothing about it I certainly never
gave him information on British intelligence.
He wasn’t interested.”
Mark is convinced that he will win with, as
he puts it, “My bosses, my lawyers and my
friends in Parliament. I have told Charles Win-
.tour everything, given him details of all the
stories I have done, including the stupid ones -
that is, the ones which he might consider were
stupid. But I have told him, and I said at the
Home Office, that Istand by the stories which
I did on the CIA and British Intelligence. They
were valid stories. I will not dissociate myself
from stories which I have done. My defence
relies heavily on the contention that organi-
sations which abuse democracy, as the CIA has
done, are as much a threat to it as anything
else.
ill!I m not going to do any more intelligence
stories for a long time - unless my paper asks
me to of course." But if I had a lead, I would
ask them if they wanted me to follow it up.”
It’s difficult now talking to Mark. I have
the feeling there’s a whole area of the past
he wants to play down. But it’s important,
even if he’s forced by his dependence on his
bosses and lawyers into keeping out of the
Defence Committee and the campaign, that
no-one should support any attempt to adopt
him as a favourite son of the liberal establish- ,
ment, while Philip Agee is pushed out into the I
cold. He doesn’t want Agee deported either.

Phil Kelly
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;Agee on the Agency
i “I don’t have anything to publish. I0 I9"

other people how to get, or to give toanyone
else, which could be damaging to British
security. The fact is that I am not a danger to
British national security unless that can be

. equated with the security of CIA operations.
' If British security depends on the sort of things
’ the CIA was doing in Chile or that it has done
I . . . . . .
y or what it is doing right now in Jamaica -

t then indeed I am guilty of course. Because
' I’ve tried very hard to make it difficult, if not

impossible, for the CIA to continue to operate
in the old way.”

; “ There are 70 or so CIA people here in Britain,
C and many of them will have had experience

’_ of working in this way in other places. I think
’- the chances are good that they are operating
I in ways unknown and unacceptable to the
I; British host services. They also happen to be the
l the same people who are working with their

I British counterparts who have presented a
I scenario to the Home Secretary which
l “demonstrated” that I’m a threat to British

security.”

t “If anybody thinks the CIA is all-powerful
L and all-knowing, they ought to think about

Cuba, they ought to think about Vietnam,
I they ought to think about Laos, Cambodia

and Mozambique. Guinea Bissau and all the
other countries where right now the struggle

I, is moving forward. This you can do right here
in Britain too, taking the battle right to the
doorstep of the CIA.”

Philip Agec‘s personality tics bcliind the
resolution to do virtually everything in
public, which makes the establishment
distinctly uncomfortable.

So the supreme irony of the campaign has
been the sight of Merlyn Rees defending
democracy with a panel of advisers
meeting inquisition-like behind closed doors
and the allegedly subversive Agee proclaiming
his case on platforms round the country.

His work against the (‘IA will go on regard-
less of which country he happens to be
living in. Every word he cares to write will
be published in The Leveller if nowhere
else.

it all round the world - in Vietnam for example. |

iis

Last month, the Agee-Hosenball Defence Committee presented a
Teach-In at the London School of Economics. Speakers focussed
on the British immigration laws, and the activities of the British
and American security forces. We present here edited extracts
from the speeches by John Marks, co-author of The C/A and
The Cult of In re//igence, and Tony Bunyan, author of The Political
PoIice in Britain.

Marks opened his remarks by stressing
that it was a basic issue of the freedom
of the press that journalists should not
be thrown out of countries when their
work displeases the powers-that-be. He
had suffered exactly the same treament
18 months ago when he was thrown off
a writing assignment in Vietnam by the
CIA. He then went on to examine what
has been happening in the United States.

We have had several years of ongoing intelli-
gence exposes and to some extent scandals.
It’s a curious process because I don’t know
of any country that has ever really been down
this road before, any country that has really
investigated its secret police.
We found out that the government had been
lying quite a bit. And that made a great
difference to the way Americans perceived
things.
Indeed, we should have know it for a long-
time. Because as far as CIA operations are
concerned, lying is an implicit part of the
operation. Every time a CIA operative is
drawing up plans to overthrow this govern-
ment or to subvert that Parliament, there
is always something written-in called the
‘cover story’.
They have a wonderful word for it in the
CIA. It’s called plausible deniability : that’s
important in the world of spies because you
want to keep your tracks covered. What
we’ve had is the last five Presidents of the
United States plausibly denying - or lying -
about matters that concern the CIA.
You can go back into the Eisenhower
administration with the President lying
publicly about CIA efforts to overthrow
the Government in Indonesia, the Sukharno
Government of 195 8. Or Eisenhower
lying about the U2 plane - Francis Gary
Powers shot down in a CIA spy plane over
the Soviet Union. Eisenhower lied about it
and two days later had to admit the truth.
You had President Kennedy lying about the
CIA role in invading Cuba at the Bay of
Pigs. The CIA had trained the whole Cuban
exile army of several thousand people to
go in and overthrow Castro. Kennedy lied
directly about that and then had to admit it.
Or President Johnson lying directly about
the CIA’s covert operations in South East
Asia in Cambodia and Laos, where the CIA
got involved in a major way ten years before
American troops were even called in.
You had President Nixon coming into office
in 1969 and he lied about most everything.
But among other things he lied about was the
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John Marks
ClA’s role in trying to stop Salvador Allende
from becoming President ofChile.
President Ford came in and everybody
figured, ‘Well he’s a nice guy. Maybe he
can’t chew gum and make foreign policy at
the same time, but we could use a little
honesty in American Government.’ So what
happens ? A little over a year ago President
Ford gave an interview to US News and
World Report and they asked him, ‘What
about the CIA in Portugal '?’
President Ford says,‘Gee, that’s interesting
you bring that up because Portugal would be
a wonderful place to intervene except that
we’ve got all these CIA scandals going on now
and all the Congressional investigations
and the like and we just can’t do it this
time. It wouldn’t work with the public.’
Well it turned out that it was a little bit
of that plausible deniability. It came out
several months later that six months earlier
President Ford had personally approved
a decision for the CIA to help certain political
parties in Portugal. _
When you have this kind of lying at the
heart of your system - the last five Presidents -
it has a very destructive effect on society
because the people don’t believe their
government.
We‘ve gone through all this and a lot of
information has come out in the process.
We’ve had Congressional investigations
looking into the CIA, and for the first time
we’ve had an investigative press in this
country. That’s an awfully important factor
because in the past we’ve had the kind of
tradition where the press just plays along
with those folks who supposedly know better
the national security managers, the leaders,
the foreign policy establishment.
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Bunyan told the teach-in that the orders
to deport Agee and Hosenball probably
originated with the CIA in America. He
then went on to sketch in the nature of
Britain's own intelligence networks. He
concentrated on four main agencies -
MI 6, MI 5, Defence Intelligence, and
the Police and Special Branch.
MI 6 is our equivalent of the CIA. It is res-
ponsible for ovnert and covert action on behalf
Ioffitlie British Government abroad, where it
conducts intelligence-gathering and espionage
operations, Its. main role and strength is in our
ex-colonies, particularly in Africa and Asia.
In Africa Britain is a very major influence and
it doesn’t surprise me to hear of collusion
between MI6 and the CIA. Our intelligence
there is almost certainly better : we afterall
are the oldest imperial power. America may
have the money and the troops. But we have
the strength of long-term intelligence in depth.
The second agency is MI 5 . It is concerned
with security in Britain and our colonies. Since
we don’t have colonies any more, it virtually
boils down to Britain and Northern Ireland.
But their increasing role is internal, meaning
that they combat internal subversion. On the
one hand it’s political activity - particularly
where people are ‘organising, or where workers
are making links across struggles. On the other
hand, it’s industrial struggles. In their terms,
a major national strike is internal subversion
and a threat to the national interest.
The third agency is the Defence Intelligence
Staff. It has about 90 sections and presents
the co-ordinated defence intelligence viewpoint.
They come to some kind of scientific evaluation
of any event and attempt to predict the future
on anything that may affect thenational -
interest. Their interests are not just military.
They are also political, social, economic and
industrial.
The three ‘hidden’ agencies are coordinated
by the Defence Intelligence Committee which
brings together the agencies and the ministries -
Foreign Office, Defence and Home Office -
to present to their own ministries and their
political masters an intelligence viewpoint of
what is happening. With the exception of
Northern Ireland, its work is largely external.

s "

The other intelligence-gathering agencies are the
Special Branch and the Police. Most people
don’t think of the police in terms of gathering
intelligence. But the point about intelligence
is that 80-90% of it is freely available, and the
strength of the police is their presence in
every community in Britain-
In other words, every kind of industrial or-
political meeting, with the exception of
local councils or Parliament, is logged by the
local police. When the march or meeting is
over, they will send in a report about what -
happened - how many people came, who the
leaders were, all that kind of thing. In other
words, the gathering of political and industrial
intelligence is now a standard part of ordinary
police work.

The next group is Special Branch, who are
trained -in gathering political intelligence. The '
most significant thing about Special Branch
is its growth in size most recently. Until the
1960s, outside of war-time Special Branch had
200 officers. In the 1960s it went np to 30_0
and now there are almost 1100. -Thus in all
the local police forces there are about ten or
fifteen officers permanently engaged in gather-
ing political intelligence.
I would like to make some general points
about these agencies.  
First on their relationship. It is not really a
question that MI 5 and MI 6_are more important
than the police, but that each of them fulfill
a different role in terms of gathering intelli-
gence, and on the action to be taken on that
intelligence.
Secondly : who are they interested in ? In
effect they have always kept under surveillance
everybody who wants to bring about any change
in the society. That is everybody to the left of
the Tory Party.
A third point about the agencies is their non-
accountability to democratic institutions.
MI 5 and MI 6 have no statutory status :
the people in them are civilians and they can’t
be held to account by thelaw except as a citi-
zen like you or I. Special Branch and the
Police are responsible to the law, not to
Parliament. So that when it gets down to
Ministers saying, “It’s not in the public interest
to answer that question,” what he is saying is
that it is none of our business to interfere in
the operational practices of any of these  
agencies because they are not responsible tn
Parliament. There is a very tenuous constitutional
link behind which they can hide. But the
critical thing is actually the agreement by
successive British Governments of what-
ever colour that Ministers do not actually
want to know too much of what is going on.
I think we can now put together some kind
of picture of what we do know in relation
to the deportations about how the different
agencies related to the different ministries.
Although we are all sending in our letters and
petitions to Mr. Rees at the Home Office, it
is now almost certain that it was not the
Home Office which originated the request
to deport. It seems to have come from the
Foreign Office and from MI 5. In a sense,
therefore, it is Merlyn Rees and the Home
Office carrying the can.
What appears to have happened is that
this particular request does not seem to
have worked its way through the heirarchy
of the Home Office as it would normally
do. Instead it seems to have entered into
the heirarchy of the Ministry at the level
of Deputy Under Secretary from another
Ministry.
The last thing I want to say is that, far from
there being too much published here in
Britain, obviously there’s too little. And
it has been said that one of the reasons
for issuing this order against Mark Hosenball
and Phil Agee was that it was to act as a
warning against others.
I think that’s failed. I think it’s failed for
three reasons. One : I think that by
issuing these orders they point out .one
aspect - and it is only one aspect - of the
arbitary power of the British state.
Secondly, they have drawn attention to the
CIA and similar British organisations. And
third, it will fail because far from deterring
people who are interested in investigating
this field, I think it’s only going to en-
courage them.
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WITH AN American sports commentator’s
delivery, Philip Agee describes the campaign
building up__ round himself and Mark
Hosenball, “We are not on the dee-fence,
We are on the off-ence.”
Perhaps the Agee-Hosenball Defence
Committee should be re-named accordingly.
For the campaign is not justparalleling the
lawyers and protesting against the deport-
ations : it is fighting for the exposure and
expulsion of the CIA in Britain and else-
where, and for the repeal of the 1971
Immigration Act.
There is a lot more wrong with that Act
than Section 3(5), under which the Home
Secretary has the power to deport in the
interests of national security without any
kind of fair hearing.
S0 the AHDC has affiliated to the Campaign
for the Repeal of the Immigration Act -
secretary Franco Caprino, the Italian cater-
ing worker threatened with the Section
3(5) procedure in I974 - and to the Cypriot
Defence Campaign.
The AHDC campaign against the Act and the
CIA will go on whichever way the current
deportation cases are settled. And around
these demands a movement has built up
embracing not only the whole of the left
- the National Executive of the Labour Party,
CP,IS,IMG,WRP - all are supporting it but
more than 100 MPs, many big unions and
sections of the Liberal Party.
The Executives, or General Secretaries, of
ten major unions (including Jack Jones and
Alan Fisher) have protested to Merlyn Rees
and the count of Constituency Labour
Parties who have fired off angry resolutions
(and have informed the AHDC) stands at 37.
This strength must be mobilised if Rees is
to be shifted. There is a big national demon-
stration on Sunday January 9, which aims to
make the political points by marching from
the Home Office to the American Embassy,
Grosvenor Square, and then to Speakers’
Corner for a rally to be addressed by, among
others, Judith Hart, Jo Richardson, NUJ
General Secretary Ken Morgan, and Agee.
He and Hosenball are, of course, both NUJ
members.
The March will assemble at Embankment
tube station, 12.45pm
Agee and Hosenball will appear before the
so-called independent panel of three Home
Office appointees on Tuesday January ll
and Wednesday January 19 respectively.
The venue chosen by the Home Office :
116, Pall Mall, London SW1. This is the
United Services and Royal Aeronautical
Club. An “away” fixture for the defence.
As part of its campaign against the CIA,
the Defence Committee is producing a series
of briefing booklets on the Agency's
activities. The first three are out now.
Extracts from the US Congressional .
Committees into the CIA” - hair raising
tales of murder and corruption (20p) ; '
Jamaica Destabilised - the CIA’s role (259)
and CYA Covert Action - What Next ? By
Philip Agee (25p). Out soon : The CIA in
Britain. Available from left bookshops or
AHDC, 186,‘ Kings Cross Road, London WC1. ployed in Kingston. - '
wci. tn 2'/s 4515 .

WHEN THE Prime Minister of Jamaica
turned up for the funeral of his chief
gunman, Winston ‘Berry Boy’ Blake,
a couple of years ago, he led the cortege
afterwards right through the middle
of his rival’s political tenitory. He
had to be rescued by the police from the
ensuing riot his action provoked.
When the carnage at the International Monet-
aiy Fund conference held in Kingston last
January, the deaths of People’s National
Party youthleaders, the shootings of two
policemen outside the American Embassy,
the Orange Street massacre and the collapse
in Jamaica’s international credit rating all
pointed to the existence of a destabilisation
programme, he declared a State of Emergency.
As part of this State of Emergency, he arrested
the deputy leader of the opposition, Pemell
Charles, and 208 other people suspected of
being involved in terrorism.
Violence has long been at the centre of
Jamaican politics. When Michael’s father,
Norman was leading PNP - long before
Michael had declared himself for demo-
cratic socialism and the LSE view of the
world - the gun was an accepted part of the
whole. Not as violent as it has been in the
last two years, but there nevertheless. For the
Manleys, as for much of the political class,
it isn’t a question of morals but of power.
Manley’s PNP now controls an overwhelming
80% of seats in Parliament. But they are faced
with a balance of payments which has gone
from a 130m dollar surplus when he took
power in 1972 to an 80m dollar deficit today.
To cover that deficit he has had to borrow
through Caricom, the Caribbean Develop-
ment Agency, whose main source of teal
money is Trinidad oil dollars.
In return for the loan he is locked into an
agreement with Trinidad Premier Eric
Williams to take manufactured goods. Effect-
ively he has had to take paper money today
in exchange for the oppo_r_tpnity to generate
surplus value in manufactured goods to-
HIOIIOW.

The Governor of the Bank of Jamaica put his
finger on the heart of the problem as the
island went to the polls shortly before
Christmas. No matter who wins, he argued,
the problem will remain : the country is
facing bankruptcy.
If the deficit problem is to be resolved, Manley
faces two choices. Either he’take's his election
victory as an overwhelming mandate for
socialism, or he must systematically smash
the emerging independent working class move-

-ment. The choice is stark as that.
When Manley came to power in 1972, he came
on the slogan “Better Must Come”. In 1976,
the programme was democratic socialism -
a mixed economy with the state playing a
guiding role individual initiative an active
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Instead that key section moved significantly
towards the promise that Michael Manley’s
PNP seemed to offer : jobs, homes, food
in the belly, schools, hospitals. For the changes
that took place in PNP in the period 1972-
1976 had the affect of re-awakening within
the mass movement the ideals that had lain
virtually dormant since PNP threw out its
entire left wing in the 1950s.
The young men like Senators Bertram and
Small who had worked around the small
journal Abeng in the late sixties now occupy
Ministerial positions in Manley’s Government.
But their left-wing influence is probably not
enough to tum'the Cabinet down a leftist
road. And the honeymoon period will be
short.
For if Manley is to deliver on his loan re-
payments, he must start to generate a great
deal of surplus value from the island’s manu-
facturing sector : at the same time he must
cut back on imports by increasing home
food production or decreasing consump-
tion. He has to convince the Americans and
the British that their investments will be
safe, that their luxury holidays will be enjoy--
able and that PNP is no threat to the
Munroe Doctrine.
He has also to convince the expatriate middle
class that they and their skills are welcome
and that this initiative and enterprise
will be well rewarded.
In other words, if he is to take the road of
democratic socialism as outlined in the PNP
manifesto, he has almost immediately to crack
down hard on the very’ hopes to which his
election gave rise. He will have to cut back
on public spending that his social welfare
promises entail ;'he has to use his Industrial
Relations Act to smash firmly any working
class independent action - backed by the
police, army and State of Emergency regu-
lations - and come down hard on the new
left which has blossomed in Jamaica over the
past three years. _
But will this path be acceptable to the mass
of Jamaicans ? The short answer must be
no : they have demonstrated at the ballot

Yu KNOW want IS'DE€TABlLl?.llTlON? sow
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box their support for the ideal‘ Manley seems
to offer and now they will demand the goods.
Any attempt to back-pedal on the promise
of the elections will be greeted with ever-
greater resistance. The Jamaican people, unlike
the British, do not have the accumulated
value of centuries of imperialism to fall back
on in times of crisis. For them the choice
is stark : socialism or starvation.

a

To satisfy this very demand for survival,‘ at
minimum programme for Manley must include
a ten-fold increase in the land-reform program
so that agricultural self-sufficiency becomes
a possibility ; full nationalisation of the dwind-
ling resource of bauxite ; renegotiation of the
international loans ; power to the hands of the
working class and small farmers.
Even if“he "wanted to, could Manley deliver
"such a programme ? Theoretically it is a possi-
bility but it is unlikely. Were he even to start '
such moves, he would face a propaganda
barrage from the CIA and other foreign in-
telligence sources. This would be accompanied
by continuing violence, economic sabotage
and the very real possibility of civil war
or a coup d’etat led by elements within the
police and army trained in Britain and
America. That Manley is aware of this possi-
bility is demonstrated both by his own weapons
training and by his decision to have the Cubans
train his heads of the Special Branch and the
Mobile Reserve.
But such a leftist programme is not within
the Manley political consciousness as
demonstrated in his books and speeches.
Nor would the majority of the ‘moderate’
PNP executive support him if it were.
Their own class interests determine their need
to hang on to a share of state power, not
encourage the people to intervene in the
national politics.
1977 will be a crucial year of struggles for
Jamaica. Manley has the mandate to take the
people out of barbarism and onto socialism.
What is more likely is that he will deliver them
firmly into the hands of the multinationals
while gaily whistling the songs of demo-
cratic socialism.

David Clark

DEN term so-"
WHEN DEM FIND SH’!
'm NOTGUILTY-DATsous nuovtrvru.

private sector. The programme niay have ; " AND mu WE30"‘.
been socialism, but the slogan was “Heavy SAY BA?“ ‘ N
Manners .
What the election results showed was a
whole-hearted move by the Jamaican Y
working class and small farmers away from
Seaga’s policy of collaboration with Ameri-
can imperialism._ JLP had no p1’9_gt3._IIllTl6
except a return to the exploitation of the
1960s. But JLP could, no longer rely on memo-
ries of Alexander Bustamante and his leader- s ‘ '
ship of the independence movement,

thegrnythology 33 the struggle
for independence to pull them
in the votes of the working class and unem
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The Docks Labour Bill has been emasculated by the House of Lords, providing
only a half mile corridor of labour rights for registered dockers, instead of the
five mile cordon originally proposed. Press comment focussed exclusively on the
influence of the big union battalions, the TGWU and Jack Jones in promoting the
Bill. The Leveller examines on the big business empires with a vested
interest in neutralising the Bill : the estey family.

If it is on the hoof and it moves, the Vesteys
are keenly interested. For the Vestey s own
Britain_’s largest meat combine, and now that
Christmas gone the Vestey profits are
fatter.
The Vesteys are the family joint in the biggest
possible way. Through their companies they
own the country’s largest meat importing and
wholesaling business, Weddel’s, and the largest
meat retailers, Dewhurst’s.
Their operation affords a study of near perfec-
tion in business terms. The Vestey interests
rear their own cattle on their own lands in Ar-
gentina, Australia, and elsewhere; the animals
are slaughtered in Vestey-owned slaughter-
houses, transported in Vestey-owned refrigera-
ted ships, stored in Vestey-owned cold storage
depots and sold in Vestey-owned shops.
There is no middle-man to take a cut. lt is a
lean operation, but it generates fat profits.
Some idea of the size of the fami1y’s interests
was revealed in the annual report for 1970 of
the parent company, Western United Invest-
ment, which stated that a full list of its subsidi-
aries “would be of excessive length” and would
be filed the following year. It was not, but even
superficial research shows that it owns at least
69 companies in Britain, 18 in Australia, five in
Argentina, eight in South Africa, six in Brazil,
two in the USA, and others in Belgium, the
Bahamas, Switzerland, Tanzania, Uruguay and
Venezuela.
Western United also has controlling interests in
companies in France, Canada, Germany, Hol-
land, Hong Kong, India, Italy, New Zealand,
Nigeria, Pakistan and Singapore.

The joint managing directors are Lord Samuel
Vestey, the third Baron of Kingswood, and his
uncle, Sir Edmund Vestey. Behind them both,
an even more shadowy figure, is Ronald Ves-
tey, the Godfather of the family.
Lord Sam inherited his grandfather’s title in
1954 when his father was killed during the war.
Sam was then a 13-year-old fag at liton. With
the title went a fortune estimated at the time
at £33 million.
Edmund, who lives in superb country style on
his estate at Ashdon, Essex, is reckoned to be
in the same wealth league, while his dad, Ron-
ald, High Sheriff of Suffolk, lives in a fine
Jacobean mansion only ten miles away at Thur-
low, near the Suffolk-Cambridge border.
Both the Vesteys (Sam is the City-bound slick
er) indulge their rustic pleasures to the full. A
fewyears ago Edmund had an immaculate point-
to-point course erected across the land of one
of his farms at Horseheath in Cambridgeshire.
At the same time his aging father, now 78,

C&’[61'6(l.I’OI‘“l'llS more sedentary sport of fishing
by gouging out several acres of his Thurlow es-
tate to provide a well-stocked lake. In typical
Vestey style, nothing was allowed to go to
waste and the excavated earth was sold as top-
soil for a project undertaken by the urban
council at the London overspill town of Haver-
hill, some five miles away.
Little beyond their immense wealth and vast
land-holding is known about the Vesteys in the
villages of that pleasant corner where Ca m->
bridge, Essex and Suffolk conjoin. Here the
name is usually uttered with hushed awe.
Someone who had no trouble in recognising
his place was Ronald Vcsley’s personal butcher.
who managed one of llaverhill’s two llewhursl
shops for a working lifetime. l-or much of that
period he would daily choose the best pieces of
meat and deliver them personally to (ircat
Thurlow Hall for the old buzzard to peck at.
When the shop manager retired five years ago
he was not forgotten; Ronald called at the shop
and gave him a silver salver-but no pension.
Another Vestey servant retired in 1973. I-"rank
Bebbington, head game keeper of the Thurlow
estat.e, had put in 13 years with Ronald Vestey,
and his impatience spilled over into indiscretion
“All my life I have been ‘Bebbington’ to my
superiors, and now I want to be called ‘l"rank’,”
he said.
At least Bebbington had a name. The thousands
of Aborigines exploited and displaced by Ves-
tey companies operating in Australia do not.
They are, like many others, simply anonymous

{victims of the ruthless application of "Vestey
business interests.
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Vesteys control 17,000 square miles of
Northern Territory, plus large slabs of
Western Australia and Queensland. The
Aborigines have fought unsucccsfully
for the return of their homelands.
Western United is Btitain’s second largest
private company - that is, one whose
shares are entirely privately (largely family)
owned. Turnover in 1973 was a staggering
£5l6m. Its 17,515 employees were then
paid an average of £25.36 a week, which
compares with a national average for that
year of £41.90 a week for men and £23.10
for women.
The major subsidiary. Union International,
reported profits of .£6m in 1975 and paid H
its 18000 employees an average of £38.17
a week. The national average then was
£60.80 for men and £37.40 for women.
More recently people in this country have
fought the Vesteys for control of their
worklands.
The historic battle in 1972 by (lockers who
insisted that jobs at the East London
inland container depot, Midland Cold
Storage, were theirs. was fought against
the Vcsteys, whose calculated ruthlessness
led to the jailing of trades unionists.
The depot was constructed by the Lamport
and Holt shipping line, owned by the Vesteys.
who also own the Blue Star Line and other
shipping concerns. Following its construction,
cowboy lorry drivers were introduced as a
non-unioniscd labour force to replace the
highly-olitunised and better-paid dockers.
'l"he dot'kt-rs picketetl the depot and stopped
its operulioti, relusing to rower before the
threats that the Tory Industrial Relations
Act would he used u;'.ui|ist them.
Midland (‘old Slt)l';l_l.'.L'_ tlenicd all links with
the Vcsteys. 'l'ht'y even L‘l1lllllL‘tl to he in
competition with them. liul llteir lies
were exposed by .S'ot'i'alt'st Ivor/\'er reporter
Laurie lilynn, who tllSL‘tiVL‘l'L‘ll that Ulster
Bank Nominees, who held 9'~),998 of the
100,000 shares of the company were, in
fact, a shelter for the Vesteys.

Five dockers were jailed and only released
after mass trade union protests, but Vesteys
and the rest of the bosses have now reversed I
that defeat. The Dock Labour Bill has been
neutered to provide only a half mile
corridor for the tight to work of _
registered dockers. This will mean the loss
of thousands of doekland jobs. with non-
union labour in the container depots.
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That horrible smell of burning you get travelling up the M1 near Bedford is not
your clutch falling tp pieces. It’s London Brick’s chimneys. Two years ago, after
much pressure from environmentalists, the company appeared to be doing
something about the smell. But, as GEOFF GRANT reports, the chimneys still
stink, and so does the company.

When Sir Ronald Stewart, chairman of the
monopoly London Brick Company,holidays
abroad he thoughtfully sends a postcard to
his cat at its “cat hotel”. A sentimental old
thing. Sir Ronald.
On the other hand, in his business life, Sir
Ronald and those acting for him are anything
but sentimental, a fact for which the villagers
of Elstow, Bedfordshire, can vouch.
London Brick Co. is one of the old breed of un-
reconstructed, unashamed capitalist exploiters.
Travellers on the main London-Derby railway
line can see some of the hundreds of acres of
brick pits which disfigure the landscape of cen-
tral Bedfordshire.
Drivers on the M1 can smell a pronounced
odour of burning rubber which comes from the
101 chimneys of the kilns where clay is burned
to make bricks. What they can’t smell are the
fluorines and sulphur dioxide also emitted. The
latter, mixed with rain water, produces a dilute
form of sulphuric acid.
In the countryside around you can see stunted
trees, killed off by the pollution. Cattle develop
fluorine poisoning.
Elstow is a historic village with connections
with John Bunyan. Recently its ancient High
Street was restored and the whole thing looks
rather nice. Every prospect pleases, only Lon-
don Brick Company is vile.
The village has the misfortune to be sited near
an LBC pit. It should be explained that the
planning consent granted to LBC permits the
company to excavate on condition that the pits
are filled with suitable material available at
“reasonable cost”.
The company has always regarded this provision
as meaning that they are entitled to charge a
“reasonable amount” for the use of the pits as
a tip. This interpretation has been greeted with
incredulity at one time or another. At a confer-
ence on the pits one delegate likened it to a
pickpocket offering to sell the wallet back to
the victim.
The attraction can be seen from the company’s
point of view. They excavate the clay, charge
to fill the pit, and when the land is restored it
can be sold. Very nice.
London Brick, ho_wev_er, are notsatisfied with
this. When they decided to start filling the Elstow
pit (and their rate of in-filling lags far behind
their rate of excavation) they did so with nox-
ious waste.
The villagers objected and were told smartly and
publicly: “It’s our pit and we’ll do what we like
with it.” LBC also denied they were using the
pit to tip noxious matter.-

Recently, however, it was proved that they had
indeed tipped noxious was_te. Their reaction,
being London Brick, was not to give assurances
that the noxious materials would be extracted
and the practice stopped, but to apply belated-
ly for planning permission to continue to use
the tip for that purpose.
The Elstow villagers need not have been sur-
prised by the activities of London Brick. They
have form behind them. Brother, do they have
form.
In 1954 a farmer entered a suit against LBC,
backed by the National I-'armer’s Union, for
damages in respect of his cattle which had
developed the bone growths and low milk yield
which is a sign of fluorosis. LBC fought the case
for 14 solid years. Without the backing of the
NFU the farmer would have been forced to con-
cede defeat as costs mounted.
The breakthrough came in 1968 when the far-
mer won a verdict in the High Court permitting
him access to LBC’s own monitorings of fluorine
release. Within hours the company capitulated,
settled with the farmer and made arrangements
with the NFU for settlement of future cases in-
volving their members (but London Brick is at
the moment fighting against anon-NFU farmer).
What, you ask, was in those figures which
brought about so devastating a collapse? The
answer is that nobody, except LBC, knows. One
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succumbed and appointed Colonel Bob Harvey  
their public relations officer. Not that it is any
easier to get information out of LBC. It’s just
that you get turned down more nicely. On the
other hand, if you wanted a.guided tour round
the brickworks, with information about the
social value of the company’s activities or the
fossils excavated, gin-swilling Bob is "the man for
you.
The company has got sophisticated in other
ways too. A few years ago a groundswéll of
objection seemed to bebuilding up over the
stink from the LBC.ehimneys. A technical
magazine published a study (derided but not
disproved by the company) showing that it
would be possible to clean up some of the
emissions.
Suddenly the company, which had a history of
refusing to co-operate with any investigations
into possible harmful effects of its activities,
joined with local authorities to monitor emis-
sions and announced that they had set up an
experimental kiln to see whether the emissions
could be cleaned.
That was a couple of years ago. Since then
people have talked round tables, a medical con-
sultant has consulted, periodic announcements
have been made, the chimneys still stink.
The company has also played the power game
with effect. A Monopolies Commission inquiry
into the company found that it did not use its
monopoly in such a way as to adversely affect
the public interest. The Commission should try
living near the brickworks.
Its power also extends into the council offices.
A few years ago a journalist made an appoint-
ment with county council officers to talk about
the environmental effects of the brickworks.
When he arrived he was asked whether he had
informed LBC of the appointment. Surprised,
he said he had not and was even more surprised

of the conditions of the settlement, adhered to when he was told that LBC knew of the appoint-
rigidly by the NFU, the farmer and LBC, was
that no information whatever should be released.

For many years LBC disdained the cosmetic
art of Public Relations, but a few years ago they

.-"I

ment and had demanded that one of their dir-
ectors should be present at the interview.
Since the war LBC has recruited immigrant
labour to work in the brickfields. It is hard work
in a grim environment and has held no attrac-
tions for the local workforce. John Brown in
his book on Bedford’s immigrants, “The Un- l
melting Pot”, describes how LBC organised i
waves of immigrant labour-—-middle European, ,
Italian and, currently, Asian.
LBC have borne none of the costs involved in
settling the immigrants, who are concentrated in
ghettoes of the poorest quality housing as a
result of an unholy alliance between council '
officials and local estate agencies.
LBC’s justification for its activities has always
been-—-predictably-—that it provides cheap
building materials, and any attempts to clean up
the air, restore dereliction or repair any of the
damage it has done and continues to do would
make bricks, and therefore, homes, more
expensive.
LBC sits on a national resource, the Oxford clay
which provides the raw material for bricks.
That being so it is natural justice that it should
be owned by the people.
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. . . and no , people,
It’s GIT

Th_e group of men and women who make up the Kartoon Klowns, the
agltprop theatre group WIIICII spawned the KK rock band, have been involved
in the attempt to make theatre popular. Over the last few months they have
put their energies to something new : the first music-based political
campaign, Rock Against Racism, the IS-backed campaign to attack racist popular‘
popular culture and bring revolution into rock. Wendy McFadden talks to I
organiser RED SAUNDERS of the KK Band, who have just released a single
for the Right to Work Campaigr.

How did Rock Against Rggigm get going? also because Roger Huddle (who is the other
The idea had been floating about for 3 while main organiser) works full-time for Socialist
but Eric Clapton’s racialist outburst at a con- WOW?’-
cert in Birmingham last August was the spur Did CIQPTO" reply?
that got things moving, He followed up with-a note in Sounds-
What did he say ? Was he getting a bad time scrawled in lower ease, no eapitele. epoloeieins
from the_ audience? to all the ‘foreigners’ in Brum, but a ‘foreigner’
No, he was just doing the show pissed, For had pinched his missus’ bum—--a real bad scene,
no apparent reason between numbers out tman. It was all written in that kind of
comes this routine about “Stop Britain be- _ laid-back language. He went on to say “Powell
coming a black colony. . . get the foreigners out. is The 0H1)’ P0llll°iflll mad 811011311 I0 lead this . -
Vote for Enoch Powell”. It was reported in the eoumry--Yrs eeeentrieelly [crossed out] humbly Rock Agamst Raclsm
music papers but a lot of people didn’t see it. etc.” was fol-med to
The following week this letter signed by Red What happened when the letters started coming - h
Saunders and six others appeared in Sounds, in? fight back against t e
New Musical Express and Melody Maker, First thing was that Socialist Worker offered a creeping power
The response was amazing--letters started whole page in the paper and we worked it out - - -
rolling in from all over the country. I had asked to give the history: our letter, the response and of must Ideas In popular
IS for the use or their Cottons Gardens address the manifesto of the Rock Against Racism Ad- culture. We urge Sllpp0l’t
because it’s a good strong building—-you’re not hoc Committee. This brought in another wave f Sicians
going to get bricks through your windows .- and Of letters fI0II1 Illl-l8i¢iflI18 and falls, P60!‘->16 tom mu

The Letter That Started It All:

willing to give time, energy or donations. A lot
of socialists said “great, at last rock’s cool”.
They were really happy to see 1t—for too long
it’s been the pint of bitter and pullover brigade
who ruled. I’ve been anti that lot from the
start.

and fans.

RAR's Reply to Racist Rock Star “<‘»¥“"i1-““‘@iiiiiiiii-'?i‘
When I read about Eric Clapton’s Birmingham
concert when he urged support for Enoch
Powell I nearly puked.
W'hat’s going on Eric? Yc=.1’ve got a touch of
brain damage. So you are goin to stand for MP
and you think we are being colonised by black
people. Come on. . . you’ re been taking too
muchlof that Daily Express stuff, you know
you can’t handle it.
Own up half your music is black. You are rock
music’s biggest colonist. You’re a good musician
but where would you be without the blues and
R & B?
You’ve got to fight the racist poison, otherwise
you degenerate into the sewer with the rats and
all the money men who tipped off rock culture
with their cheque books and plastic crap.
Rock was and still can be a real progressive cul-
ture not a package mail order stick-on nightmare
of mediocre garbage.
Keep faith, black and white unite and fight.
We wantto organise a rank and file movement
against the racist poison in rock music--we
urge support for Rock Against Racism.
P. S. ‘Who shot the sheriff’ Eric? It sure as hell
wasn’t you! ’

_ Red Saunders

Zi

lift q ‘I’

to an th I 1n c v
worker I know to get them working on rdeas
Dave King came up with the design for our logo

t.

huge lettering in yellow on red, red on green,
plus lots of six foot blow-ups of photos of kids
dancing in clubs, enjoying themselves. At the
RCA we invited other anti-fascist groups to
set up stalls fonbooks, leaflets, badges, etc.
Have different RAR gr0up§rt_o—i7v_s'taFted
organising in other parts of the country?
Yes, those other gigs I mentioned were organi-
sed by local groups. On December 15 in
London we had our first day school/conference
get-togetherfor everyone from the south. A
week later at Leeds everyone from the north
of the country had their inaugural meeting.
And there will probably be lots more. It’s
something that brings a strong response from
people, especially kids, it’s their,music and
they want to fight this kind of racist garbage
from the guitar gods.
What are you planning next? '
The next thing is to get the musicians together.
We’d like to set up a RAR house band-—get
a permanent meeting place to keep it all going.
We need a big room above a pub, with a bar, in
the centre of town, and have a RAR night every
couple of weeks so people could come and
meet, musicians could jam, like a club. We’re
also trying to get the Roundhouse in early
spring for a big event. Right now things are
snowballing. The next important thing is what
happens when it goes onto the streets: the
picketting of the Clapton ‘Old Grey Whistle
Test’ concert in London at Xmas challenged ,
Clapton to make his position clear. We don’t
have big promotion money but we do have a
lot of people to take a stand against racism, to
seize the power of rock music.
Keep in touch. . . . . Rock Against Racism

Ad-hoc Committee
Box M, 6 Cottons Gdns,
London H2.

“N0 Return to the Bad, Bad Times/Why Pay A
Woman Worker Less Than A Man" by the KK
Band costs £1 + 10p postage from Bookmarks,
265a Seven Sisters Road, London N4—-all pro-
ceeds to the Defence of the Right to Work
Marchers.

the sticker. At the same time kids were writing; ’ Send CASH WITH COPY (Sp a word) to Close-
to say they’d been making their own t-shirts, ified, The Leveller, 155a, Drummond Street,
knitting them up even——talk about self-activity London NW1. Special cheaper rates available

CLAPTON -' SD07“? HP for P0 We” of the class. We were getting Scottish pound on request. No invoices can be sent.
on Stage in Bram notes from the Shetlands, stamps from Hants;

-a Rev. in Manchester wrote to say he’s having a WOMEN AND REVOLUTION? Rfivolllllflllflfy
RAR wee-,k__.Se;m0nS from the pulpit and fund Marxist Journal. For Summer issue (Number

We’d had a few meetings by then-this was

raising jumble sale! 12) send 35p (stamps OK) to ist-F, BCM
Mean while back in London. . .? BOX 4272, L0ll<l0Il WC1-

September--and decided we must have a gig “Public Ftatemem on the Split within the
very soon. Carol Grimes offered to play for Re’,mlluu°”uy Communist Gr°‘,'P= what are ,thenothing so with SW we set up the first benefit pohtrcal dlfferences that underhe the expulslon
at ‘The Princess Alice’ in Forest Gate E Eon- of Pearly half the membership of the RCG?’ Thls statement by the expelled members--now
don’ on October 12' Four hundred people the Revolutionar Communist TendeY I10)’-tmiedeullz 1; tspgle Ff bzmg so I31fficlilt tl? get explains the real issues at stake. Copies of the
0 W a 0 0 e 6 00:8‘ ow glgs ave statement and more information available from‘.b ' d‘ d 1 T‘ - - 'een orgamse m Lee s, Newcast e, Glasgow, J

Edinburgh and about four or five in London—- 32:3 SP_I;l_l,,;_1a(:31’;I:2,xnl;?:]:1éII;:nS§_:dS}y2 (LE)'
December 10th at the Royal College of Art q
being the biggest.
Have these gigs gone downwell? _ g‘g:(i)fDY)5.S 500,503? Tl? IPAY CLAP TAX I
We tr1ed to make them a bit more than just - t Y £1 on, 6 O 6’ e P transform
another lefty social—trying to use rock to get 330Lc::Pyh;:1I:) 0&1? izap;?reS$§;§SOfl.0tIhgh;g§St
the message across, to use it as a platform to I0-ects and 3 d d . .ts
fight racialism. Not only to use the music as a p J goo tea In I Own fight)‘
weapon but also the environment and the E§a(gg1g%{eIi]i0L:In?;y? ,
atmosphere: a palace of throbbing anti- based 3 I t CLAP Th C .
racist propaganda! We’ve made up the best ’ pp Y 0 :'. ’. e Ommumtybanners youwe Seen twenty foot Ion with Levy for Alternatlve P1‘O_]6ClS. c/o BIT Free

- ’ g Information Servrce, 146 Great Western Road,
London Wll. (tel 01 229 8219).

 
 

 

MAR TIN INCE reviews The Radicalisation
of Science and The Political Economy of
Science, edited by Hilary Rose and Stephen
Rose. (MacMillan Press. £3.95 paperback).

THERE’S no doubt that these books are
a major piece of radical theory. They are
a well thought out, thorough and very in-
ternational Marxist look at science. Incid-
entally, the division of material between
the two doesn’t reflect the titles, and the
books have to be “read as a pair for maxi-
mum relief of confusion.
It’s best to start with Pl*.'S, which leads in with
thc,Roscs’ potted history of Marx and lingcls
on science. l)cspitc its soundness it somehow
fails to sct the sccnc and its relevance to what
follows ncvcr quite bccomcs clea r. But what
follows is excellent; Ciccotti, Cini and dc Maria
on scientific production under capitalism, Gorz
on class aspects, Cooley on the productive pro-
cess, Steven Rose on the IQ racket, the Roses
on biologism, Hilary Rose and lalna Hanmer on
reproduction, and Enzenburger on political
ecology. The last is the only real duffer; his
views seem little advanced on Ridgeway’s
years-old critique of the ecology movement,
and his analysis is backed by little case material.
Some of the material is marvellous, but Cooley,
matching theory with events at the point of
production, is the most accessible and relevant
of all; You ought to read it, but try this a___s a
taster: “The Welder at General Motors who
takes a robotic welding device and guides its
probes through the welding procedures of a car
body is on the one hand building skill into the
machine, and dcskilling himself on the other.
The accumulation of years of welding experi-
ence is absorbcd by the robot’s se1f-program-
ming systems and will never be forgotten. Sim-
ilarly, mathematicians working as stressmcn in
an aircraft company may design a software
package for the stress analysis of airframe
structures and suffer the same consequences in
their jobs. In each case they have given part of
themselves to the machine and in doing so have
conferred life on the object of their labour-
but now this life no longer belongs to them but
to the owner of the object.”

By comparison, most of the rest of PES has the
air of worthiness rather than excitement. In par-
ticular, the Roses allow their own chapter on
biologism to go on unconscionably, in a fine

_show of editorial prerogative. Likewise, Steven
Roses’ chapter on IQ wanders from political
economy into the ins and outs of zygotism of
twins in a manner which adds little to the anal-
ysis and leads to a lack ofhtlghtness.
Apart from this, the Roses obsession with the
lndo-chinesc victory, no matter what the con-

rcialism
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text, is at times annoying, especially after the
writer has just read in the papers about Viet-
nam’s “liberalisation” of the “foreign invest-
ment climate.” (Incidentally, the Vietnamese
are getting all the royalties on the books after
Supermac has had his cut.) But all in all, PES is
a marvellous book, although it isn’t really about
the political economy of science, and it leads
very wellinto ROS, which isn’t too much about
its radicalisation.
ROS consists of seven essays, starting with a
sound general history of the radical science
movement by the editors. Is ‘it just bitching for
an editor of Undercurrents to point out that
they omit all mention of the world’s biggest
radical science publication? No it isn’t, because
it’s part of the editors’ practice of ignoring all
radical science movements not couched in
Marxist terms, which leads to some serious gaps
This volume, too, has some dead wood, such as
the chapter on Lysenkoism which adds nothing
to knowledge of the Lysenko case and says no-
thing useful about radicalisation of science. But
Monique Couture—Cherki on women and phy-
sics and Liliane Stehelin on science, women and
ideology are both good introductions to “wo-
men and science”, although the former depends
too much on French experience to be very
valuable in the UK.
The main pleasures of ROS are the Ncedham
chapter on lessons from China and the one by
Sam Anderson on science, technology and
black liberation. No two could present a greater
contrast. The first is a scholarly, light-of-touch
essay on the history and current practice of
science in China, emphasising its subordination
to politics and its use for solving real problems.
Wonderful, and well worth the price of the
book as it’s the only extant summary of Need-
ham’s work except for a short excerpt of the
article in another magazine (named above).
The Anderson piece is a well-constructed semi-
documentary on approaches tfo science and its
politics by the black liberation movement in the
USA; much of the work went on among blacks
doing lab shiftwork, and their struggles were
immense and not entirely successful. Of partic-
ular interest is the tying of their analysis of the
role of science to more general political analy-  
sis. Well worth a read for anyone wanting to.
know about political organisation on scientific
issues, or just about black liberation.
Overall, the two books have faults; there is
some redundancy and much scope for im-
proved editing if a second edition ever appears.
But they are still one of the main radical theory
events in years, so read them, even if you think
you won’t understand them!
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WRITE T0 US = Send Letters to 155a, Drummond
Street, London NW 1.
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eed for policies  
-not just analysis

BERUFSVERBOT—BRlTlSH BRUM BOMBINGS——POLICE THE THREE contributions to
STYLE SUEI) _ “Understanding The Crisis”

(The Leveller December 1976)

mand’ aynd especially the comment bombings [issue 1 ] was misleadiiaig Q“ Britain,“ “unem °°°"°'F‘i° e.the bémsverbot is coming closer. in that it implied that no further situation. Brit they are. decidedly
1-efel-1-in to 3 licams for EEC jobs, remedy remained for theniin this Weflk when It 6011198 t0 thes PP .. . ,I am enclosing a civil service sheet C0l111i1'Y- critical question of the left s
which shows similar probing into r in fact 311 six are to take jggal action response to the crisis and the kinds
the Qolitivfll $3/lilpflthies Of PI'0S- against the police officers who they of alternative economic policies
P¢¢t1Ve eI11P10YeB$- claimed assaulted them. Because no we should be fighting fm-_

le al aid is rded fb t - .$55:g:,:sg§;,:;vgg:g,':.;:; as ....‘.‘;‘;§:’s.?.°.‘;f:i; Th-» ---we most -1---1-
for Candidates’: ‘Civil servants are be Civil 01195 *0 Claim dflIT1flgBB- from the piece by Be“ Fine and
subject to certain restrictions. . .on The prisoners hope that if these Laurence H“113' Having
national oi; local political activities, " actions are successful, it will lead to acknowledged that the effect
including candidature for Parlia- _ a reopening of their .case and doubt Of Wmkiflg 01388 5111118819 is
ment or a local authority; holding will be thrown on the way their so- ambiguous because “it can
Office in P3-"if P01§ti¢3l °l'SflI1i88- called confessions were obtained. hinder capitalist accumulation _
gt93§li":’i%:"i°:')1l’:tg1_:)':ree‘:;Sy"i’I: If this fails then _the_onlv recourse but it thereby harms workers’

h bl. .t. ; d will be to the_ European Human i living standards under capitalism”,
»Z§f,f,§S§§.,°’o”n“ bag‘? (;?g§a:gida_ Rights Court in Strasbourg. ' they fall back on the old socialist. . B . ~ ’tes in parliamentary or local Jacqueline» Kaye _ nostrum about the need for
government elections. " Prisoners Aid the development of working
‘_ _ _ no one may employed in the Comminea London class consciousness to resolve this
Civil Service in connection with unpleasant dilemma.
"work the nature of which is vital
to the security of the State if he
is or has recentl been a memberY
of the British Communist Party or :-

Iof a fascist organisation; or if in
such a way as to raise legitimate U e
d bt b h‘ ' ' ' 'ou s a out is reliability he is
or has recently been sympathetic to
communism or fascism, or is sus-
ceptible to communist or fascist
pressure.’

' Melanie Selge
London N1

Ifillliili

LONDON HEGEMONY
I’m disappointed with the paper,
both the subjects covered and the
political attitudes seem to me-to
be Just too “independent”, too
“objective”. Nothing is really being
said. And, despite your hopes, the
agitprop pages are just going to
confirm and reinforce the hegemony
of the south east. Nevertheless, best
of luck.

Nick Sherin ton
Aberystwyti

i Q ii 1| Q 8 t 1 Q

TOLMERS BOOK AUTHOR _
I’d like to add a small aside to
your review of the Tolmers’
Square book.(December issue)
The author ‘launched’ the book
with a big party, inviting estab-
lishment as well as alternative
figures, the book being market-
able to, hopefully, both groups
of people.
An invitation was sent to the
place I work, where the book
was typeset. Who was it sent
to ‘I The women who spent weeks
each doing the work ‘?
No it was sent to the boss.
Before I even pick up that
expensive book, this tells me
something about where the
author’s priorities really lie.

' Ramsey Margolis
NGA
Dahling Dahling Ltd.

Ish-
Don’t you think that there is a
danger that a magazine like
The Leveller may hide more
than it reveals ‘? The news, reviews
analyses that it gives us come
from different points of view
and put forward different
opinions. There is no relation
of one thing to another, beyond
an implied consensus of “the
left” that all of us, readers and
writers, share certain common
beliefs and assumptions.
This may be so and it may be
that “the left” can unite for
certain limited objectives.
But what are these and under
what circumstances and between
what forces couldsuch unity
be obtained ‘? These are
questions that your magazine
does not ask and hides the need
to ask.
For instance, in your accounts
of the liberation struggle around
the world - from Southern Africa to
to Cambodia and Ireland -
the largest questions of the
relation of these struggles to
the overall _wo_rl_d str uggle for
Socialism are unasked. Is the
main trend in the_world today
towards revolution and war,
or is it towards evolution and
peace ? Is the Soviet Union the
“natural ally" of the liberation
struggles, as it says it is, or
is it, as others say, a capitalist
country and therefore (in
today’s world) an imperialist
country ?
And what about China, is it
capitalist or socialist ? And what
is socialism ‘? Is the Labour
Party a socialist party or is it,
as some of your articles imply

ash’ enace!
but do not state, a par'ty rep-
resenting the interests of state
monopoly capitalism in this
country ?
In which case the Tory party,
far from the old bogey that
all “the left” can love to hate,
is representative of an outmoded
private monopoly capitalism
and less dangerous. Who
above all make up the working
class that “the left” claims
to defend ? Can any groups
or individuals put forward even a.
a tentative outline of the social
classes in Britain and, based also
upon their practical expeience,
claim to know what they are
talking about ?
Unless you allow some discussion
of these and other issues in your
magazine, you are in danger
of presenting your readers with
only a mishmash of opinion,
in which the common ground
between all the different points
of view is reduced to the lowest
common denominator.
Not to be negative in my
criticism, which is intended to
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But nothing in their analysis
suggests how such a development
might be set in motion.
If working class resistance to
public spending cuts, pay
restraint, high unemployment,
rationalisation of the labour
process and the rest will im-
pe de economic recovery in
Britain, why should people not
accept the logic of “pay now
live later” ? .Why should anyone
believe that things would be
better under a different social
order ?
The multiple crises which, after
a long maturation, came to a
head in Britain in the train of
the general world capitalist
slump, exposed the political
underdevelopment of the
British left. During and since the
political turning point of the
EEC Referendum the organised
left has signally failed to offer
any credible alternative to.
mainstream definitions of
national economic objectives
and policies. Broadly speaking,
the left has either worked for
a revival of the halcyon days
of mass economic militancy,
or has engaged in political
advocacy of abstract socialist
aims.
The main exception to this
general pattern has been Tony
Benn and a section, though
not all, of the Tfibune Group,
who have been seriously grappling
with the questions of what kind
of industrial regeneration we
should be aiming at and how it
can beachieved this side of a
re-run of October 1917. The
weakness of Benn’s position
has been the absence of any
large scale organised self-
activity outside Parliament and
the various structures of the
Labour Party to complement the
struggle within these arenas.
Not that the ground has been
completely barren. There have
been the inititiatives of the
Lucas Aerospace Shop Stewards
and of non-denominational
bodies such as the Socialist
Environmental Resources
Association and Women and
_l~Iealth Groups.
But the organised left has
failed to align itself with either
kind of development. Demon-
strating a poorer graps of the
conjuncture than its bourgeois

be helpful and raise questions, (IIJPOIIQM8, the left has Written
but to offer a positive example.
The American weekly paper,
The Guardian, while agreed
on a certain anti-imperialist
stance, opens its pages to a
regular “fanning of the flames”
feature, in-which outstanding
questions being debated in the
US Marxist-Leninist movement
are discussed. Your magazine
might well attempt the same
open exchange of views and thus
raise the level of understanding
of its regular news and reviews.

Pat Ainley
London E1

off Benn and his policies as a
left reformist cover for the _
Labour right, and as yet,only
imperfectly grasps the full
significance of workplace and
community action around
positive programmes of demo-
cratic social control informed
by rigorous technical expertise.
It does not follow automat-
ically that if the economic aspects
lllf the class struggle are pushed to
a point of decisive showdown with
the ruling class, a revolution-
in which it becomes possible

to replace capitalism rapidly
with a fully socialised economy.
Consider, for example, the
repercussions of a sustained
wages offensive against the
Social Contract. It does not
take much economic sophisti-
cation to realise that if this
were succesful it would quickly
lead to higher inflation, a
further fall in the exchange rate,
and as capitalist confidence
ebbed to even ‘lower depths, a
further drop in investment.
To argue that these conse-
quences could be avoided if
the Government were to
prepared to-impose draconian
price and exchange controls and
to nationalise the big mono-
polies, may be true in the
abstract, but has no political
leverage. The plain fact is that
the overwhelming majority
of the British people will not
in the foreseeable future be
prepared to support such
measures. The main political
result of a wages onslaught
would be the fall of the present
Government, its replacement by
another more reactionary in
character, the isolation of
the militant sections of the
trades unions and the consoli-
dation of a developing right-wing
bloc.

=l= * is iii '

None of this implies that the left
should support the Social
Contract in its present form. But
we do need to distinguish the
principle of the Social Contract
from its content. The principle
of matching pay increases to
available resources and social
priorities involves a deformation
of the anarchy of distribution
under capitalism.
Naturally the ruling class would
prefer to plan wages whilst
leaving the rest of the economy
as it is. We on the contrary
need to push this deformation
as far as -we can by explicitly
linking the regulation of pay
to the need for generalised,
conscious social control of the
rest of the economy - for example
over the scale, timing, location
and character of investment, or
over Britain’s external economic
relations.
In Britain’s current situation
the force of the labour and
progressive movement should be
be directed not against the
principle of the Social Contract,
but against its terms. We should
be concentrating our attack
against the weakness of the
Government and ruling class
strategy for resuming economic
growth and reducing unemploy-
ment through the appeasment
of capitalist anxieties and
reliance on market forces.
Resistance must be based on a
realistic alternative economic
programme for Britain. This
in turn must be based on a recog-
nition that building socialism
and weakening capitalism is a
protracted process in which
the key to advance at every stage
lies in the extent to which
diverse social groups can be
united around credible altern-
ative policies.
“Credible” here means three

it
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things : 1) If the policies
are implemented they must
have a reasonable chance of
success in resolving the -._prob-
lems to which the development
of capitalism in Britain has-given

Benn : One of the few people
to think out socialist alternatives’
rise, though there can never
be any magic formula for victory.
2) There must be a real possi-
bility of the policies being
iniplcmcntcd in the light of tbc
likely development of the balance
of social and political forces,
which, of coursc, is u niultcr
which calls for tho most
experienced and informed poli-
tical judgement. 3) To capture

people, the programme must
not simply address itself to the
Central Government, but must
project lines of action at work-

programme. It is only through
the development of new forms
of practice that popular con-
sciousness can be released from
the domination of bourgeois
practices and the ideas which
express and sustain them.

* =l¢ iis =l=

What would be the broad
contours of such a programme at
the present time ‘Z’ Its main
themes would be : 1) That
state power should be used
where the market has failed or
can only provide solutions at
immense social cost. 2) That all
who are required to make
sacrifices because of Britain’s
economic decay must have a real
and meaningful voice in deter-
mining the allocation of re-
sources and Britain’s destiny.
3) That the burden of economic
judgement must be placed most
heavily on those best placed
to bear it, that is, the large
corporations whether British or
foreign owned.
The central institutional
vehicle for the implementation
of the programme would be a
comprehensive system of com-
pulsory planning agreements
within the framework of a A
national economic plan for
resource development. The
planning agreements would be
negotiated on a multi-
lateral basis between Central and
Local Government, leading com-
panies - particularly at the growth
points within manufacturing
industry - trades unions, shop
stewards’ committees and comm-
unity organisations.
The agreements would be
designed to achieve socially desireld
objectives : raising the rate of
investment and innovation,

exports, altering the pattern
of Britain s trade, the regener-
ation of declining regions,en-

the enthusiasm of millions of Import Substltuuon, me,-easmg
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cplace and community level whi h
are an integral part of the_

AS ONE WHO has some ex-
perience of reporting from
Indo-China and who regards as a
matter for rejoicing the fact that
the countries of that region are
now ruled by their own citizens,
may I comment on Malcolm
Caldwell’s piece on Cambodia in
the December edition of the
Leveller?
Firstly, while I agree with Malcolm -
that we should not place much
store by the Daily Telegraph and
Time magazine version of events in
that country, I don’t think it is help-
ful to pretend that all is well in that
country -when this manifestly is not
the case.
As regards the killings, ob_vi0uSlY
refuge'e' accounts must be taken with
a pinch of salt, but there is quite suf-
ficient evidencé that in the first 1
months of the new regime large num-
bers of officers and civil servants of
the old regime were singled out and
beaten or shot to death. So too were
the families of some of those who
fled the country.

vironmental protection and so on.
They could be enforced by a
series of graduated sanctions,

 j
Cambodia report too g '

There are quite sufficient eye-
witness accounts gathered by
honest reporters with no particular
axe to grind (e.g. Martin Woolla-
cott, Guardian Feb. 13, 1976; Jon
Swain, Sunday Times, May 11-; 1975
for this to be dismissed out of hand
b eo le ten-thousand miles awaY P P Y
from the scene of the action. There
is no need to be especially surprised
at this since it was known well befor
the fall of Phnom Penh that the
Khmer Rouge took a hard line with
prisoners. Unlike Laos or Vietnam,
there was in Cambodia no recorded
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based on the Government’s
already formidable powers of
taxation, lending, procurement
and price control, with-"the
threat of public ownership
under the auspices of the Nat-
ional Enterprise Board as the
ultimate weapon against recal-
citrant firms.

. The struggle to elaborate and
wi 1 nn support for a wide-ranging
immediate programme along
these lines is vital to the future
of socialism in this country. It
would provide a solid base for
left unity and place the hard-core
Labour right onthe defensive.
It would begin to shift the terms
of public debate so that left
policies be came seen as serious
contenders and not as dreamy
pieties or cries of anguish.
It would help to transcend
sectionalism within the labour
movement, and enable the
working class to surmount
the subordinate place to which
capitalism assigns it. It would
enable the left to emerge as a
genuine popular leadership '
rallying all who can be united
against the main enemy - big
capital. Once the implementation
of the programme was under way
it would decisively weaken the
centres of capitalist power in
Britain, and without installing
full socialism overnight would
nevertheless inscribe a new
socialist logic into the working
of the economy and thereby
establish material vantage points
for subsequent advance.

There would be no smooth,
upward haul. Defeats, setbacks
and compromise must always
be reckoned as possibilities and
prepared for to minimize the
damage they might cause. But
in the kind of highly advanced
bourgeois democracy in which
we live any other road to
socialism than this is a blind
alley.

David Purdy

s "18
go into detail about what he had
seen, but made a number of very
guarded observations which included
the following: “I do not doubt
there has been and there still is
considerable suffering among the
people”. j
What has happened in Cambodia
appears to owe very little to any »
revolutionary ideology. The tragedy ,
is that, due to the venality and in-
competence of the regime they were
fighting, the Khmer Rouge made _
military gains at a far faster rate
than they wete able to consolidateinstance of any journalist——including -pQ1i¢i¢3]1y_ They thus found them-

many sympathetic to the Khmer
Rouge-—-ever surviving captivity.
That there has been killing is indis-
putable, all that is in dispute is the
scale. A
Secondly, it is quite misleading of
Malcolm to cite the Swedish am-
bassador, Kaje Bjoerk, as reporting. _ A
“no evidence” to support the
“bloodbath”, “slavery”, and “star-
vation” school of thought. After his '
isit to Cambodia at the beginning

of the year Mr. Bjoerk declined to

selves within the space of only five
years, taking over a country of
eight-million people with an army
of only about 50,000 men--—many
of them teenagers. Aware that they
were too weak to r_ule by consent
they seem fo have decided well in.
advance, initially at least, to rule
by terror. Those of us on the left
have nothing to gain by pretending
otherwise. _ _

Chris Mullm
London SW9
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IF YOU happened to be driving into
the London borough of Tower Hamlets
earlier this year you might have noticed
pickets beside the road. At the same
time you may also have noticed inthe
papers that workers at Brentford Nylons
in Northumberland were occupying their
factory against its closure.
The Tower Hamlet pickets, part of a council-
inspired publicity campaign to draw attention
to high unemploymentgin the area. were deman-
ding special Government assistance to attract
newjobs. At Cramlington in Northumberland,
the workers were fighting to stop the closure of
a factory which had been attracted to the area
by exactly the kind of local incentives being
demanded in Tower Hamlets.
Two incidents at two ends of the country and,
sadly, the two never met. Tower Hamlets went
on-—and may still be behind closed doors-
demanding special area status, as if it were a
magic solution. The fact that vultures like
Brentford Nylon swoop in on the grants and
out again only years later, never seemed to
enter the heads, at least publicly, of Tower
Hamlet-‘s councillors or officials.
Of course it’s not fair to highlight Tower
Hamlets. In demanding jobs at virtually any
price-—be they in fly-by-night subsidiaries of
multinationals, environmentally hazardous
chemical works, or just sweat shops—it was
and is no different from dozens of other ‘right
to work’ campaigns.
One of the few exceptions to this is a recent
report from the London borough of Wands-
worth, which starts out by trying to face this

_dilemr_r_1a. The report, ‘Prosperity or Slump: the
future of Wandsworth’s economy’, is now
making its way through the council’s commit-
tees. Branded by the press and local Tories as
Marxist, it really does little more than try to
come to terms with the problem of jobs-—on
what terms?
As it explains: ‘A local authority seeking to pro-
mote an employment policy faces a dilemma.
While jobs are a paramount need, other prin-
ciples are also important. Importing firms which
pay substandard wages, impose substandard
working conditions, or infringe the rights of
work people, would be unacceptable.’ Further-
more: ‘lt would be intolerable for public money
to be used to create new industrial assets simply
so these could be looted and pillaged by a new
generation of asset strippers.’ And it concludes:
‘Many of the traditional Battersea and Wands-
worth employers provided dirty and dangerous
,.working conditions, overcrowded and cramped
factories, paid low wages and polluted the at-
mosphere. So it would be a mistake to believe

that the only answer lies in reconstructing a new
wave of “dark satanic mills”.’
Good stuff, and if nothing else ‘we should be
glad Wandsworth have raised it. Wandsworth’s
job crisis is fairly typical of many inner London
boroughs. In the last five years 66 firms have
left the borough, and jobs in manufacturing
have declined by 20 per cent. The only growth
sectors are banking, insurance, distribution and
public administration. Nearly 90 per cent of the
jobs lost in industry were caused by the depar-
ture of ten large companies. The report
concludes: ‘A large part of the jobs lost in
Wandsworth’s manufacturing industry were lost
as a result of the decisions. . . of multinational
and national companies, who were both making
millions of pounds in profits and receiving
government grants. . . the scant regard for the
community shown by the practice of the multi-
nationals and asset stripping concerns, [makes
it] hard to escape the conclusion that the pri-
vate sector [has] failed Battersea and
Wandsworth, and has failed London.”
Music to many people’s ears, and particularly
sweet when coming from such an unlikely source
as a local council, albeit Labour controlled. But
to put the problem is one thing, to solve it
another. '
A lot of the report’s recommendations are prac-
tical and commonplace. Such things as lifting
Government restrictions and disincentives to
industrial expansion in London, re-organising
planning structures, expanding jobs through the
job creation scheme, and trying to ensure local
authority jobs are not lost or cut. (Something
Wandsworth has taken a particularly firm line
on.) But the heart of the report centres on,
broadly speaking, three proposals:
* That all significant employers in the area

should be subject to planning agreements
which guarantee jobs and investment.

Wandsworth can still
boast an industrial skyline n
but the jobs are fading fast...

taei...
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should consist of involvement in the negotia-
The cities decline and the working people who live in them ca "°“’ (Wm? ‘hi NPB) ' ' ' i“.th° we °f rum‘’ In whose major significance IS 1n the local economythe can. Central government does little to help, but the councils - jobs and investment should be .cQve1-ed bya
are faced with the mess on their own doorstep. Most councils lack berseie between the Ceuneil and the ebmpany-”
the will to take any serious measures to stop the rot. They see
the fundamental problem - jobs - as out of their province. In the
London borough of Wandsworth the Labour Council has come up
with a long-term plan to reverse the area's decline. But has socialism
in one borough any chance in South London ?

* That the Council should encourage, support 1.
and finance workers’ co-operatives.

* That the local authority should expand its
own work force.

At this point you can almost hear the disap-
pointment; heard it all before. What made me,
in any case, sit up and read on was that this is
not another blue-print for the future from the
Labour left or a trade union research depart-
ment, destined for library shelves.
This is in a_report which has been accepted by a
local council (only in principle so far) and is
now being discussed in those stale and soggy
council committees. And which, according to
the vice-chairman of the committee that pro-
duced the report, Trevor Watling, could be
ready for implementation around March 1977.
This, for me, is the intriguing part.about it. I-Ias
Wandsworth found a way in which a local autho-
rity can not only have a significant impact on the
local jqb situation, but also, by putting forward
fairly radical ideas related to practice, opened
up opportunities for more socialist discussion
and ideas on a large scale throughout the bor-
ough. [lave I been wiong all along to ignore the
political opportunities of local government‘?
The Council itself is modest about how much it

 \fi'I'fi,§Q§\fl¥,lWI I*

Come out *
of the cold
tfindrnto

‘

can do itself; the report envisages discussions
with the Greater London Council, the National
Enterprise Board and the Department of Indus-
try; and it also depends in part on new Govern-
ment legislation promised in the Queen’s speech.
Formidable obstacles, none of which have been
surmounted yet. But the report only came out
in October, so we shouldn’t expect too much.
A more substantial concern is that the report is
curiously timeless. There’s no mention of the
national (or international) economic situation;
the Government created recession, the cuts, the
flight -from investment and the reorganisation
of industry- What can a local authority do in the
face of such massive forces?
Michael Ward, who chaired the committee that
produced the report, accepts the problem: ‘It’s
difficult to see locally and nationally wherein-
vestment will take place.’ But, he goes on:“We
probably feel that these kind of considerations
would be outside our terms of reference”, and
adds, somewhat ingenuously,“probably it’s
necessary to have some illusions for there to be
any local‘activity.”
Personally I agree; and certainly l side with him
against the cynics who turn ‘political analysis’
into an excuse for inactivity. But what ‘illusions’
and how serious are they‘? It’s when we begin
to look closely at Wandsworth’s three central
proposals-planning agreements, council-backed
co-operatives and more municipal employmen_t—
that the obstacles begin to get truly enormous.
“The council,’5says the report “should seek a
stake in the planning agreement system. In the
case of major national companies, this stake

But what planning agreement system? After
some two years of trying, the Government
hasn’t (at least publicly) signed a single one.
‘Yes’ says Michael Ward; “There has been a lot
of disappointment about planning agreements.”
B_ut in fine cavalier fashion (which we’d all agree
With) he goes on: “Bugger national powers. If
you can offer real incentives and real help to
local employers, which we can do even under ex-
isting powers, then we are entitled to ask for
something in return.”
The problem is that although not all the Coun-
cil’s carrots cost money (for instance help from
the Planning Department) many of them do.
The 75 per cent industrial mortgages ‘at attrac-
tive interest rates’ and purchase and lease-back
agreements, under whicha company sells its pre-
mises to the Council, and then leases it back, so
reducing its capital commitment. And where
is this money coming from‘?
Moreover, while we can agree with the senti-
ment of ignoring national powers, if planning
agreements are not enforced nationally, Wands-
worth is going to have a hard time making
them stick locally.
Council encouraged and financed workers’ co-
operatives are a slightly different problem.
Again there’s the cash question; the Council has
allocated £100,000 for supporting them, and
Labour councillors admit to being slightly wor-
ried this may come under fire from the Tories
next year (1977). Well they might, it’s one of
the things they’ve picked on.
But there is also the ambiguity of workers’ co-
operatives in a capitalist society. Michael Ward:
“It’s ambiguous. People are still being exploited
by the market place, but they’re working for
themselves. At some point you have to decide
whether the dole queue is better or worse than
the risks inherent in co-ops and the extra jobs
they can create.”
This somewhat pragmatic view of them doesn’t
quite do justice to the almost lyrical way co-op-
eratives are described in parts of the report. For
example: ‘Co-operatives have the advantage of
not being accountable to outside private inter-
ests . . . if the process of production (is) the
creation of wealth then co-operatives could be
equated with the creation of wealth by pro-
ducers, for producers.’
1n fact it's hard to dissociate the ideals contained

-+.. .-st

in co-ops from their immediate possibilities.
Th1S is why the local Tories hate them, the left
approves of them (to a greater or lesser extent)
and their reality remains ambiguous.

Planning agreements and co-operatives aside, the
Council is probably looking to create the major-
ity of new jobs by expanding municipal employ-
ment. It’s already the biggest employer in the
area, and the report contains fairly ambitious
plans to expand the Direct Works Department,
and the Parks and Recreation, and Technical
Services (road repair and cleaning, dustmen,
lighting etc.) departments.
This is the point where Govemment legislation
will make a difference. In the face of probably
bitter opposition from the building and civil
engineering employers, the Government is
planning a Bill which will allow local authority
direct works departments to operate as ordinary
commercial contractors. (At the moment they
can only tender for their own local authority’s
work.) Such legislation would at least provide
Wandsworth with the opportunity. It depends
on the Govemment not falling before it has
time to pass it. A Tory Government would al-
most certainly oppose such a Bill.
This would not be a complete disaster for
Wandsworth’s plans. Even under existing legisla-
tion there’s room to expand local authority de-
partments, provided, once again, the cash is
there. And this is the big if. According to
Michael Ward: ‘We haven’t paid much attention

,to the cuts so far. We have not cut any posts,
and we’re continuing to build.-Since we’ll be en-
couraging more industrial jobs—which is the
Government’s aim—we think we should be all
right’. Another moot point. Cuts in local author-
ity spending will only really bite in the next fi-
nancial year, and they look as if they’ll be with
us for some time after that.
Of course, it's far too easy to snipe at all these
proposals, and as brother Karl once said : ‘Dare
to succeed.’
But it’s hard to escape the conclusion that the
Wandsworth report may remain one of those
milestones of local government thinking that
-seldom get further than the drawing board. Not
because the councillors are insincere, but be-
cause to make it work would require a major
campaign against central government policies,
with all the risks of running into the same fate
as the councillors in Clay Cross that this entails.
This said, I for one hope that Wandsworth’s
Labour councillors push ahead and don’t need
my support on picket lines outside court
hearings.
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. r|s|  its feet I
on Trico's shop floor
Acts: a woman community worker in Leicester
was. paid £400less_per aniiupii than a male col-
league; she applied to a Tribunal for equal pay
and had hpr application turned down on the
"grounds thather job was senior and carried
more responsibility than the man’s.
In response to the high failure rate of claims at
the Tribunals the women workers at Trico put
two fingers up to the Tribunal who predictably
turned down, in their absence, their claim for
equal pay. They voted to fight for equal pay .
with strike action; 21 weeks later they returned
to work victorious.
Although they rejected the Tribunal, their right
to equal pay, as laid down in the Act, was a
central force in their fight It was important

fi1£1ctebJal::::S)’0€_9I;7af_h‘:l‘:1n€:11tllazaggldpgl? iii the _decision to strike, and theenormous
Y support they received from other trade union

for the same or broadly similar work i,;tss_s r - ‘
and not t0 be discrimmated agamst lfl About the time Trico were celebrating their
employment, goods and services, victory the first rulings of the Appeal Tribunal
education, _]Ob advertising and on the were made. In two cases the womeifs initial
grounds of manta] Status application for equal pay had been turned down

and the Appeal Tribunal reversed that decision
and awarded equal pay. In a third case the

Before the Equal Pay Act and the Sex Discrimi ADPBM Tribunal Upheld the Original decision of
nation Act were even on the Statute Book their a Tribunal to give women equal pay, which the

iloopholes and liimtations and the weaknesses of employers had appealed against. Appeal Tribu-
their enforcement machinery were glaringly nal decisions are precedential and can alter very
evident They represented the classic comp Substantially the $199655 fate Of Equal Pay C8868,
111159 1305111011 Qf 3 ]_,3b()u1- (,Qve1-nment and by tflklllg 3 broader interpretation Of the
committed to 3 mixed cccncmy and not tc Act then rulings can cut across some of the
socialism They were supported by a trade umon tactics used by employers. In one case the
movement very equivocal in its attitude towards Appeal Tribunal ruled that trivial differences
equality for women Even so the passing of the between the work of men and women did not
two Acts marked a great step forward In the constitute grounds. for tuming down a woman’s
long struggle for equal l‘1gl'ltS_fQI women claim that she did ‘like work’ it was enough
T976 ‘\;1?§I10thBI Year Of the 509131 9011"act that the work was broadly similar. That decision
which has meant that workers in return for chum have widespread imphcations, Since em-
accepting wage restraint have been given cuts in p1QyeI3 have Opposed successfufly many cqual
their social wage, continued inflation and rising pay Claims by attaching mhm; differences tQ
11h@mP10Ym°I1't___w0m¢h» 319118 W131, 111391‘ broadly similar work. Another decision dis-
W01'1<e1'5, have b01'I1e, d15PI°P°It1°I1flt61Y the counted shift work as grounds for unequal basic
brunt of these Between June 1974 and June rateS_

l d b t .igégolfifigglgIxglggeifllzfgaiggbnfiarlyllhngg No such breakthrough either at the shop floor
level or at law has been made with re ard to sexand a half times, and since many women do not _ _ _ _ _ gor Cannot reglster for unemployment benefit discrimination in employment. A survey done

that figure 18 conservative by the Equal Pay and Opportunities Campaign
~—@ — ~ ~ of action taken by 30 major unions since Janu-In economic conditions where even a woman s
right to work while men are unemployed has aIy.1976 found that few had done anything‘
been uestioned (as it was b fascists in the Whlle many eiipressed imderstandable disen-<l Y
thirties) it is a sign of women s increasing sense chamlmm with the Tnbmials’ few had
of their rights that they have not reacted in the negotiated equal opportunity or fa" treaimem
face of such attacks The two Acts have done Clauses m agreements‘
little through their machinery to give women One of the major problems in advancing 9
those rights but they have done a lot to give women’s rights is the fact that large numbers of
them a sense of what they are working women are still unorganised. Until
During the first six months of 1976 women put they RIB, fllthflllgh the)’ ITIBY bring C3555 to
the Law t0 test and found that the legal mach Tribunals as individuals, their main line of hope
inery set up for assessing women s rights under lies in the Equal 0PP°1't11I1itie$ C01T1mi$5i0h
the Acts was achhg almost cnthely agamst using its powers to investigate discrimination
them Sixty per cent of cases brought to Tribu fllhd Zlflke OI(1915 E183-ihtt 6-lTlP10YeI$ ¢0l1tIt1VehiI18

1 t e cts.na s were withdrawn, and of those heard, 72%
of equal pay and 73% of sex discrimination Not surprisingly the Acts have caused lime

faced with the costly, intimidatin and often ' ‘3 Equal Pay and Opportunities Campaign com-
1°n°1Y Job of bnngmg 3 ca“: befme 3 Tnbunal mented, after surveying the policies of several
either capitulated before it was heard, or lost it ma-or rivate sector em 10 e1-S that the were

J P P Y I Y
_°utW1tl°iTbY menesement eIl’1Pl°Yt2.d 1fl.WYQI.§_.. “doing nothing and had no intention of doing
Tribunal after Tribunal made a mockery ot the anything.” L

Outside employment it is hard to get a measure
of the effects of the Sex Discrimination Act.
“Cases of discrimiiiation taken to County Courts
have been few: a woman taking a case to court
is unlikely to get legal aid, is unlikely to have
any real support and is likely to be involved in .
an extremely long wait before the case is heard.
The Equal Opportunities Commission claims
that women have found it slightly easier in the
past year to get mortgages, credit facilities and
HP agreements. Job advertisements have
changed: few openly defy the Sex Discrimina-
tion Act though many advertisements still
manage to convey a demand for a particular
sex pf workers. An inquiry into the internal
workings of private employment agencies
with regard to the Sex Discrimination Act (and
the Race Relations Act) is the type of action
the Equal Opportunities Commission should
pursue to gain real credibility.
There is no evidence that the main problem of
women trapped iilghetto areas of low paid work
has been touched‘ by the Acts. A reversalof '
Government policy would be needed to make
any real impact. Expenditure, not cuts, could
enable schools to provide the facilities for girls
and boys to do any subject, and receive educa-
tion, or at least day release training until the
age of I 8. Expenditure, not cuts, could give
massive re-training for women returning to work
after having children, and provide the facilities
to have their children cared for.

The experience of the past year has shown, as
predicted, that__women_as individuals having to
copegwifh thowhole paraphernalia of the law
and pitted against the resources of the employ-
ers stand little chance of getting even the
limited rights given to them in the Acts. .
Women’s chance to make the acts really work
lies in their trades unions seriously supporting
their claims in the courts or, better still, fighting
claims through the normal machinery; or_in the
Equal Opportunities Commission approaching
the problem with broad based inquiries which
attack not just individual cases
but overall patterns of discrimination.
The victory at Trico and the low success rate for
women at Tribunals have led some to argue that
the shop floor is the only place where the battle
for equality ought to be fought and won. The
reality is that if the trade union movement had
been totally committed to equality there would
have been no need for the Equal Pay Act and
limited need for the Sex Discrimination Act.
There is still a long way to go in convincing a
large sector of the trade union movement of the
need to fight for equality for women.

Ou l Sarah Boston
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Fashion marks the difference between this year and last year, the rich and the poor, the
Kop and the college kids, the folk fan and the bopper. It’s just another word for the way
we look. Fashion is also big business. It’s an idea and a commodity all wrapped up to-
gether, and everybody is involved because there’s no such thing as purely functional clothine
The questions are : where does fashion come from/how does the industry workl and do its
origins determine the level of exploitation ? e

P THE SONG OF THE SHIRT

Oh, Men, with Sisters dear !
s0h, Men, with Mothers and Wives,

/.3?
§\\$\

1_t is not linen you ‘re wearing out,
But human creatures’ lives I

\ Stitch - stitch - stitch,
In poverty, hunger and dirt,

My labour never flags '
And what are its wages ?-A bed of straw
A crust of bread - and rags.

° ./ A table, a broken chair -
J and a wall so blank, my shadow I thank

. For sometimes falling there !

THE SONG OF THE SHIRT was written in 1843 by Thomas Hood
_ It was first published in Punch and as inspired by the report of\e\\\\»':7 9 I I “’a court case in which a woman called Bidwell was charged with

pawning articles that din’t belong to her. They belonged to her
employer.

If she worked all week for an average of fourteen hours a day, she
could earn seven shillings.

. The average hourly rate for similar work done at home today has
‘> been put at 12‘/zp. Hood's poem was an outburst of indignation

which became an anthem of protest for the sweated and exploited
labourers of Victorian England. - ’Qt.\
and recited at political meetings. Although in literary history it is

1 a curiosity, a naive tear-jerker in the worst Victorian
’ literary tradition, its true fame" is as one of the most

effective pieces of popular agitational literature to
l come out of Industrial Britain.70   _.
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hiskegSewing at once with a double thread, XI
/ A Shroud as well as a Shirt A

Work - work - work, Q
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That shattered roof - and this naked floor - -
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/-- - It was sung in music halls, printed on handkerchiefs and broadsheets
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“Fake fur isn’t as sensuous as the authentic
stuff, more like a teenager’s beard, but the final
coat is a good second best.”

The Observer

The RagTrade:
Clothes made
dirt cheap

THE RAG TRADE is a myriad net-
work of links between manufacturers,
wholesalers, contractors, sub-contractors,
outworkers and homeworkers. Geared to
short runs and seasonal fluctuations, it
can respond efficiently to change and
spread the losses if a particular style
fails.

This loosely-knit and flexible system takes
on many forms and several alternative, but
complete, sub-systems of production. It
begins with an input of material and a design.
The material is cut into the new style, and
the ready-cut material is put through several
production processes before becoming the
finished garment. Any one firm may do
all or some of the processes.
But it is the contracting-out of the various
stages that enables the entrepreneur to make
his profits. At one end of the scale, there
are the large retailers like Marks and Spencers,
C&A and the John Lewis chain and at the
other, the High Street chains. The power
of the large chains lies in being able to
order large quantities of clothing, enabling
them to demand a lower production cost
per unit. But they, of course, never see
the seedy side of the business.
They hand over their material and design
to whichever large contractor has offered
the lowest price. This contractor then contracts
out the work of cutting, overlooking,
zipping, buttonholing, hemstitching, machining, fl\)
to sub-contractors who, in turn,
may parcel out some of their work to other
agencies until it reaches the workers them-
selves in workshops or at home. There are
20-40,000 item contracts a year.
At the other end of the scale is the small
factory where the owner buys his material
from mills, cuts the cloth and sends out
his 2-300 dresses to homeworkers (some-
times directly, sometimes through an agent).
When they’re finished, he collects them and
sells them to small retailers. Whatever the
scale, two important factors affect the wage
received by the worker.
The more intermediaries there are, the
great" the labour time spent oii any one
item : inns increasing the total value of
what a workerproduces and what she
receives. Secondly, the absolute cost price ‘P
of the garment determines how much there

MFASHION
is to spread among the links in the pro-
duction_chain. As most workers are paid
‘piece rate’, they are the most directly
affected by the determined cost unit.
 "c_ompanies, of course, offer their
contracts to the lowest bidder. One contrac-
tor told us of anpoffer by the Lewis
Group (owners of Chelsea Girl shops) to
buy 20,000 shirts at £1.75 per unit. With
the offer upped to “over 20,000”, the
price asked was £1.70 per unit. Knowing
that “over 20,000” could mean only 20,001
the contractor demanded an extra guaranteed
10,000. This was agreed at £1.60 per unit.
Finally, after much haggling, the price was
knocked down to £1.55 with a guarantee
of supply over two years.
The legendary quality control of firms like
Marks and Spencers actually worsens the
exploitation. If, for‘ example, out of 2,000
delivered garments, 200 are returned as rejects,
who pays for them ‘? The contractor or
sub-contractor can do two things. Either
he tells his workers that “x” of the garments
they made were of too poor quality to
be paid for (deducted from their next pay-
ment) or he sells his_rejects (which by law
should be withdrawn) to a retail agent at a
much higher price, letting it be known that
they are M&S design rejects.
One example is the contractor who sold his
Richard Shops reject trousers to an agent
for £5.00 each instead of the £2.25 he
would normally pay to the link above him.
This agent then sold the same trousers in
a market for £10.00 with the labels cut
out. It is rag trade practice to write off
“loss of material” : usually around 7% is
accepted as “lost”.
Immigrant entrepreneurs, among others, have
recognised that in immigrant women they
have a captive labour force with no strings
attached. Whether in workshops or at home,
they get no sickness pay, no redundancy
money, no holiday pay etc. And with home-
working, there is no money to be paid for
machinery, lighting, heating, rent or space.
Also homeworkers are on piece rate as
self-employed workers so the wage they
receive is outside the jurisdiction of the
Wages Inspectorate. The wages are usually
paid in cash to avoid tax and insurance,
so workers are unlikely to make a fuss.
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Obviously there is an urgent need to change
the conditions and relations of production
in this industry. Through the intricate
processes of residential segregation, immigrants
are concentrated in the inner city. The
lack of economic opportunity is key. In
the East End there was a dying rag trade.
The ability of immigrant communities to
revive this industry was linked to their
ability to exploit other immigrants, parti-
cularly women, as productive labour.
Thus the racism of the “host” society is
resolved through the sexism of immigrant
cultures. So working within the context
of family or kinship ties, immigrant
women have a perception of work imposed
that is more related to an extension of house-
work than waged labour.
Unionisation is not yet a viable alternative
since the political-cultural relations of work
for immigrant women are so completely
different. So although it is important to
involve these workers in the mainstream
of working class struggle, it may be necessary
to agitate for change in the political _ ____ _
relationship of their work in order to -
develop the consciousness necessary for
unionisation. The need to break down the
family network of production must be
overcome.

_i, é Samir Shah
Faced with this situation, the London Home-
working Campaign was started. It has been
trying to work on several levels : doing re-
search, organising homeworkers and pressing
for changes in legislation. Interested groups
or individuals should contact :- The London
Homeworking Campaign, 214, Stapleton t
Road, London N4.
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MASS FASHION originated during the
inter-war years and has inaugurated an

e sixties
tyle foreveryone

In 1967, the age-group of 15-19 year olds
bought 48 per cent of all coats, 60 per cent of

era of ‘style’ that is very different from all dresses, 42 per cent of all knitwear and 48
everything that has gone before it.
Between 1918 and 1939, a completely new set
f c nsume s t do o r -—-women wage-earners--star e

to look for something both economic and
stylish. They were unable to afford the tradi-
tional ‘custom-made’ fashion.
But the smallness of this market ‘women’s
outerwear’—-inhibited technological develop-
-ments»while short production runs ensured the
continued existence of handicraft methods and
small workrooms. It was a full ten years before
Britain caught up with America and started to
use mass-production methods.
With the end of rationing in the post-war years,
this began to change with the introduction of
the ‘new look’. Considered scandalously luxuri-
ous for this austere period, even Harold Wilson,
the then Minister at the Board of Trade ful-
somely railed against it. But even so, fashion
was still conceived in terms of ‘high-fashion’.
The Paris collections, the autumn and spring
seasons, and the pages of Vogue.
With the advent of the 60s this was all to change
as one writer* explains:
“The Young wanted fashions that expressed
their particular attitude and mood. . . and there
was a scurry to meet their needs, for the very
practical reason that market research showed
that the young, living in a world of plenty, were
earning their share of that plenty, and clothes
were the biggest item in their expenditure. It
was good business to see they got what they
wanted.”

£940 million
spent onclothes

Clothing and knitwear accounts for 7 per cent
of the average consumer’s expenditure. Since
the beginning of the sixties, this has declined.
In 1971 a total of £940 million was spent on
‘adult’ clothing but this figure is dwarfed by
the turnover of some of the large fashion
manufacturing companies. The average gross
margins on clothing as a percentage of the total
price of an item increased during the sixties on
average between 30-34%; the percentage being
slightly lower for women and children’s wear.
Just under 50 per cent of this clothing is
bought in ‘multiples’; chain stores like Marks
and Spencers. As long ago as 1966, these
‘multiples’ controlled 6,359 out of a total of
14,326 outlets.
In 1975, we bought 225 million pairs of shoes.
But if you think that’s a lot, it may surprise
you to know that this was a fall of 10 million
pairs on the previous year and 10 per cent down
on the early seventies. One point thirty eight
per cent of the average consumer’s expenditure
is on footwear.
Sources: NEDO Reports: Industrial Review to

1 977-— Clothing
British Footwear Manufacturers
Federation Statistical Review-— 1 9 75.

per cent of all shirts. And those market re-
searchers calculated that this proportion of the
population would rise.

“All a desi ner can do is antici ate a need
bezore Eeoéle realise-they are bored Eizh Mg;
t ey have already got. ” Mary Quant

Suddenly it was immensely trendy to open bou-
tiques and sell ‘the gear’. Enthusiastic
entrepreneurs blossomed everywhere. Few now
remain. Of them, probably the most famous was
Mary Quant. With her husband Alexander
Plunkett-Greene, she originally set up sewing
machines at home to produce clothes but it was
not long before her success moved her into the
more main-stream type of business activity.

“The whole point of [ashion is to make clothes
avai a e to ever one. Fashion must be created
lrom the start [or mass-production. ”

Mary Quant
Seeing the money to be made in ‘instant-
fashion’, Leon Rapkin of the traditional fashion
company Steinbcrgs teamed up with her to form
The Ginger Group. By 1967, the business was
worth £1 million and -her clothes were selling in
over 150 shops.
People like Mary Quant came into the fashion
business wanting to produce ever more out-
rageous and ever-changing designs that were not
tied to the old fashion seasons. They caused a
fundamental re-alignment in the structure of
the fashion business.
By 1971, the Daily Mail calculated that there
were 15,000 boutiques doing business worth
£300 million. Although this estimate is prob-
ably exaggerated it does give some idea of the
effect the boutique entrepreneurs were having.
The traditional fashion houses had taken a
pounding from the upsurge of new ideas. Some-
thing had to give. For even the ever-changing
fashions were awkward to produce in economic-
ally short-runs and many of the outrageous
so-called fashions were economic disasters that
never really caught on.
Many of the traditional fashion houses were
absorbed by the larger clothing manufacturers.
Frank Usher was bought by clothing giant
Selincourt. Dereta, owners of the Rembrant
trademark, were acquired by Ellis and Goldstein
and the omnipotent Courtaulds snapped up
Susan Small.
Also, seeing the potential of a fashionable
environment in which to buy clothes--the
boutique - the big department stores began to
open their own boutiques. It is soine measure
of their success that I can reel off the names of
the top three without having to think very hard;
Harrods’ Way-In, Dorothy Perkins’ Top Shop
and Selfridges’ Miss Selfridge. And the fashion
manufactures opened up their own iii-shop bou-
tiques.
And like Mary Quant, many of the sixties’ more
successful entrepreneurs moved into partner-
ship with big fashion clothing manufacturers.
The Lord John chain that took a large part of
the fashionable young suit market from the _
likes of Burtons is now owned by Raybeck,
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“The ‘Infinite’ was born out of necessity. Lydia
Basaluda was working as a journalist in Puerto
Rico. She had appointments from dawn to
dusk and neither the time to change clothes,
nor the money to buy enough to cover every
event. She conceived the idea of one totally ver-
satile garment. Something that could adapt from
office conference to smart lunch, interviews,
cocktail party and grand evening functions.”

Sunday Times
 —-11-ii

also owners of the massive Berketex fashion
chain.
“The supervisors are very nice and fair. Mr X
has only been here since Christmas, he ’s alright.
Well,‘ he ’s a manager, he’s never spoken to me. ”
Fashion clothing is difficult to separate from
any old clothing and even more difficult to
separate from the textiles industry, but it is
possible to point to some of the giant companies
involved in fashion production. To single out
these companies might be misleading;
For as the Association of Clothing Manufac-
turers points out, “for the most part today’s
fashion leaders rely upon contractors and out-
workers to produce their clothes.” The average
size of these is 40-50 people. Also, in the mid-
sixties, of the 9-10,000 establishments making
women's clothes, 4,000 employed less than 10
people.
“At our last place we had one hour every Friday
to clean our machines. Here we just wait till it
breaks down and then calla mechanic. There ’s
only one. We don ’t get paid till it ’s right again. ”
Sources: 20th Century Fashion by Elizabeth

Ewing (Batsford)
Two quotes from fashion workers in

“What the girls think’--—-A NEDO
Report.
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Raybeck’s biggest problem during the early
1970s was labour. They reckoned they could
double their market and greatly increase their
export figure of £880,000 if they could have
got immigrant workers._The Government would
not permit them to bring over large numbers of
Q,/priot girls. A company spokesperson com-
mented :p “We are being handicapped by the
Government’s restrictions on import labour.

Low wages,
redundancies
and decline

Of all the firms studied in the NEDO Report,
Attainable Production Times In .-The Making Of
Ladies Cardigans And Jumpers, every single
one paid ‘piece-rate’ wages, usually based on
work-studied times. Only occasionally was this
rate of production negotiated.
The same report threw up an interesting com-
parison of average international clothing wages
(1969) :
UK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £14.00-£19.50
Hong Kong . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.65-£12.80
Portugal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £2.50- £2.60
Homeworkers are often paid as little as 2-5p
an hour. According to the London -
Homeworking Campaign, average earnings per
dress can vary from 12-40p. Over 40% of
clothes production is centred on the East
End of London. The Low Pay Unit estimate
that there are a quarter of a million home-
workers.
Over 6000 jobs were lost in the footwear in-
dustry in the last year alone. Between 1959 and
1975, the total number of jobs in the industry
fell from 113,000 to 77,900.
Since wages account for a third of the average
shoe price, small wonder that the British Shoe
Manufacturers Federation commented:
“Further increases in dumped or subsidised
imports from East European countries, Spain
and Brazil causedparticular problems to the
industry.” Imports of shoes have risen from
17-20 per cent of the total domestic market
early in the sixties to 34.7 per cent in 1975;
while exports have hovered around the 16-20
million pairs mark.
“Increased productivity in shoe-making rooms
has been the reason why jobs for men have
declined more steeply than those for women.”
Not surprising, for despite the introduction of
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ALMOST EVERYBODY cares how
they look : even the characters who
make a point of not bothering are
trying to make a considered impression.
Yet it is probably a minority who think
of themselves as “fashionable”. It’s
a pretty trivial sort of interest to
admit to. -

All the same, there are styles of appearance
which belong to the times which created
them, and everybody fits into those styles.
Old photographs have an atmosphere which
dates them, and that atmosphere is made up
of the clothes, hairstyles, even bodyshapes
of the people in the snaps. Such details betray
many secrets about the life and times the
pictures come from.
Fashion means more than just the current
style of personal appearance. It means all
those traits of social behaviour for which
there appears to be no good reason. But
the fashion industry is generally supposed to
be the one which caters for our appearance.
As an industry it appears more than usually
unpleasant. Its record is of low wages, bad
conditions, poor products, high profits. And
at its top end, the couturiers, you have the
intrinsically ugly sight of a wealthy man’s
woman-object spending six month’s wages
worth on an adornment which emphasises
her value as a possession, and py transference,
her master as rich.
Then there are those acolytes of fashion : the
writers, photographers and admen whose
business it is to try and get us to wear
what is fashionable. They do this by presen-
ting a subtle picture of a world in which
everybody is sexually, economically and
physically together, and engaged in the
business of having a good time. Those of
us who are scoring low marks in any of these
departments are dropped a massive hint
that it’s because our trousers are too short
or we are wearing stripes instead of patterns.
And there is no doubt that people listen to
them. In a massive survey of magazine
readership by IPC, by far the largest firm
in the business, they found that fashion was
the major feature for the majority of buyers.
In some magazines for younger readers
the percentage was as high as 94. One nice
touch is that while the kids tended to say
fashion was what theyrpreferred, the maga-
zines which appeal to an older audience
call it “clothing”.
When a group of 12-18 year old readers were
shown a list of 41 topics and asked to rate
them on a scale between “very important”
and “not wanted at all”, 58% said “Fashion
at a price you can afford” was what they

the Equal Pay Act, the erage hourly rates are most wanted.
.8 for w .£1.34 for men and 99 omen

“im-

Appearance is not only important to people
it has rules as complex as the law and a lot,
of people make a living laying them down.

Although being told what to wear is
insulting. to the intelligence, it is made worse
because in six months time most people, if

l they bothered to look into it, would find
they were doing what they were told.

The relationship between the press and fashion
was explained to me by one of the buyers
of Stirling Cooper, a fairly large fashion house
with a good reputation in the trade. First she
said that if her house and a couple of others
decided that a certain ‘look’ was in, then
the fashion journalists would have to run it.
This confirms one of the fashion writers’
myths about themselves : “all we do is tell
the readers what is available, and how to
wear it.”
But then the buyer explained that the maga-
zines are also looking for a story. So when they
look through the samples, they will pick on
the freaky and the extraordinary to be
photographed, very expensively and often in
exotic locations.
However, back at Stirling Cooper, they are
delighted with the publicity, and they go ahead
and make a very few copies of the photo-
graphed garment. Because when the customers
go into the shop, enticed by the pictures in the
magazine, they actually come out with some
classic little number which the fashion editors
would consider much too boring to feature.
Another striking thing about the fashion
industry is that it changes its styles auto-
matically twice a year, every Spring and
Autumn. So the unchallenged assumption
of a dedicated follower of fashion is that
something is either coming in or going out,
but that being ‘in fashion’ is a highly unstable
state.
This naturally breeds the suspicion that fashion
is an invention of the industry to increase the
volume of clothes sold _by making styles
obsolete even quicker than the garments fall
to rags in your hands.
It’s not true. First, most of us don’t buy what
are thought of as fashionable clothes. Second,
fashion seems to have a negligible effect
on the proportion of our income we spend on
clothes. Third, a high fashion content in
an article of clothing increases the economic
risks, especially to the retailer, and therefore
threatens his profits. There’s nothing worse
than being stuck with a shop full of wedgies
when everybody is wearing moccasins.
The importance of fashion as an economic
component of clothes is very slight. We spend on
on average, about ten per cent of our disposable
incomes on “clothes and consumer durables”.
That percentage is hardly affected by fashion
and the cost'o-f making the clothes fashionable
is such a marginal proportion of the overall
cost of manufacture that it can be ignored
except in really high fashion clothes.‘
The biggest thing, as the fashion writers
would say, in recent years has been denim,
which hit a peak last year. The world seemed
to blossom in blue but now it has had a good
run for its money and its days are numbered.
Starting this winter, corduroy is coming. The
ordinary punters will hear about this revo-
lution in their taste through the normal
channels. The fashion'writers will tell them.
No doubt the street-strutters and style-watchers
will rush out and get into cord immediately.
And a few months later, when it really is
time to get a new pair of ‘trews’, your average
I-dress-to-please-myself customer will stroll
around to his or her neighbourhood store
and do the same. 9

So it is written. This is because big fashion
is big business, and big business can’t get
involved with chance whims. The fastest
fad-spotter in the rag trade can only play
a hunch that the money is going to dress
itself up like Berber beggar boys come the
Spring. But the big buyers know that your
average plain-to-fancy dresser is going to start
sporting cord this winter. And they’ve got
to be right.
It’s quite simple. The little fluffy cotton
seedbag that you’ll be wearing next year
has already finished its mad dance through
the commodity markets and is being turned
into corduroy.
This won’t affect the denim maufacturers
much, except they’ll probably be able to
fill their orders quicker. At the height of the
boom, according to one trade estimate, firms
like Levis were doing perhaps 20% greater
business, and that had been planned and
capitalised for years in advance. As the boom
recedes, their sales will remain fairly constant.
Fashion is not that important to them.
Except for those few who wish to announce
through their appearance that they are
fashionable, what most of us want, it
seems, is nothing exceptional. We wear what
we wear to express an image of ourselves. The
one question that the fashion industry, from
designer to fashion writer to lecturer at
a college of fashion, can’t bring themselves
to ask, let alone answer, is where fashion
comes from.

c -._ FASHION

Who’swho
in fashion

Behind most fashion trademarks, you’ll
find a big company. Few are household
names but they control a major part of the
fashion business.

SELINCOURT
Giant of them all, it produces nothing under its
own name. It owns 22 main companies includ-
ing Frank Usher, Hanella, Linda Leigh, Garlaine
and Skirtex. Rather unusually, 95 per cent of
its 50,000 garments a week output is produced
in its own factories in Romford, Ilford and
Brighton. Sub-contractors are hardly impor-
tant. Turnover: £39 million. Profit: £1.4
million.
STEINBERGS

Started as a one man enterprise by Alexander
Steinberg in 1904. It introduced the Alexon
range in 1929. Moved to Hawthorn New "Ponty
pridd in 1935 with the first wave of regional
incentives. Went public in 1947 as Steinberg
(South Wales) Ltd and opened two other fac;
tories. ln 1961 , bought West Auckland Clothing
Co. giving it another factory. It produces
Dellbury, Horrockses’ Fashions, Youngset and
Butte-Knit. Recently in financial trouble trying
to maintain a share of the ladies’ coat and suit

They Prefer to b_eli9"9 that if Wells ""$t0PPflb|Y market. Axed footwear firm. Made loss of
from the collective unconscious of the nation, £140,000 last year,
and that the talent of the industry is in
spotting the trend and getting it in the shops
on time.
So in this myth, fashion becomes a tool of
self-expression. And it is true that in some
untraceable way, fashion is an expression
of society’s picture of itself. A hotch-potch of
pictures really, because different groups
of people wear fashions which distinguish
them not only from last year, but also from
all the Others of the world.
But in our society, which likes people to
behave as if they were things, it inevitably
becomes a tool of self-concealment. Our con-
trived appearance is a deliberate sign to others,
it tells them where we want them to place us,
in the tough end of the Kop, or the leftist end

ELLIS AND GOLDSTEIN (HOLDINGS)

Manufacture Laura Lee. Luton factory produces
1000 garments a week and has a seasonal range
of 200 styles.
RAYBECK
Acquired Berketex chain in 1968 wanting to
diversify from manufacturing into retailing. It
owns three chains of shops, giving it a total of
2000 outlets. Also owns Carnegie, Mary Hornes,
Alexander Green, May Fox r& Co., Werff Brad-
ware and Bobby Cousins Shops. Acquired Lord
John chain from John Stephens, one of the
sixties original entrepreneurs. Also owns Chicks
Boutiques chain. Biggest operator of shops with-
in shops with 160 of them, 55 in Debenhams

of the campus, or the succesful side of the City 310.116‘. US? mail-.’ly homiworkers’ only doing
or the smart streets of Kensington or the shady finishing in their factories. Supply a lot to
side of Jermyn Street. It replaces self with a Richards Shops‘ Tumovgr’ £49'6 Profit: £3'73
role, and as the roles are complex and many,
so are the fashions.
So the vast industry describing, explaining and Founded 1933. Two-thirds of its out ut assem-
broadcasting fashion is not just a method
of advertising. It’s a dictionary of symbols,
outlining the many ways that just at this
moment we can lie about ourselves and be
both believed and understood. ative public company in Britain.” Major Marks
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“We list here the products that fashion model,
Marie Helvin used until recently, but as an avid
animal lover she has been horrified since then to
discover how animals are exploited in the manu-
facture of many cosmetics. So she is now
switching totally to Beauty without Cruelty
cosmetics, finding equivalents in their range for
everything except really dark eye shadows-
now being mixed for her.”

Lifespan, The Sunday Times

stockings, etc. Owned by Djanogly family,
headed by Harry. Mansfield Hosiery, a subsid-
iary, had a major strike by Asians over equal
job opportunities; one-third of the workforce
was later laid off. Government action on Far
East import quotas enabled it to make £8 -
million profit despite Marks and Spencers
cutting its stockholdings by*'l0per cent.
COATS PATON
Produce many clothing items involving ‘Lady
bird’ range. Pulled a fast one on workers at
Donaldson Textiles in Alloa. With threat of
closure workers started an occupation which
was only ended with a promise by Patons &
Baldwins, another subsidiary, that it would
operate the factory. As soon as the workers left,
the company moved their machines and pro-
duction to Darlington. Has big interests in Latin
America. “Brazilian profits rose by 18 per cent
justifying our faith in this market. Despite dif-
ficult conditions in Argentina, we improved
profits and liquidity simultaneously.”
CARRINGTON VIYELLA
Part of lCl, it sells more than £200m of fibres
and knitted goods each year. Brand names
such as Van Heusen, Driway and Dhobi.
Rocola Shirts moved out of Bermondsey
(120 jobs lost) to Bogside Creggan on the
back of the Government’s incentive schemes.

Other big ‘companies include Aquascutum
(Profit : £1.lm), Forminster (Littlewoods
supplier. Profit : £751,000) Burburrys '
(Part of Great Universal Stores) and
Courtaulds (sacked 14,000 of its workforce).
For a full report on Courtaulds send 30p
plus postage to Counter Information Service,
9,- Poland Street, London W1.
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Since the first Congress of-the Scottish
Labour Party in October, there has been an
almost incessant cry from Jim Sillars, MP, the
Party leader, that all the disruption was caused
by the International Marxist Group
members and their fellow travellers.
The Scottish media have promoted this Left
witch-hunt with vigour. This is not surprising
when one considers the number of media
figures who are not only SLP members but
who participated in the formation of the Party
But at no time has any real evidence been
offered to support this witch-hunt. The
total IMG membership in Scotland does not
exceed 50, and it is difficult to understand
the fear which they have created in the leader-
-ship of a party which claims a membership of
2,000.
One must look elsewhere to determine the
reasons behind the various expulsions that
have wracked the new party, and I contend
that the main reason for Sillars’ actions was
the -forging of an electoral pact between
himself and the Scottish Nationalist Party.
In the recent Glasgow District Council
election in Darnley, the first campaign the
SLP has undertaken, we took 15% of the
vote as a I-huge swing against Labour saw the
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The Scottish Labour Party was set up last year by left Labour MP Jim
Sillars as the attempt to bring nationalism into Scottish social democratic
politics and to take the place of the declining British Labour Party in
Scotland. Many Scottish socialists, disillusioned with the failure of English-
based parties to cope with rising nationalism, and disgusted with the lack of
politics of the SNP, joined up. But now the SLP has split : Sillars
has expelled the left. Why ? JOHN NAIRN, former British Labour Party
and SLP official, now a leader of the “altemative” left SLP, the party of
those expelled,explain_s.

return of an SNP Councillor, the only one
on the Council.
It was obvious from an analysis of the canvass
returns in Darnley that our vote had been
taken almost exclusively from the British
Labour Party. At the National Organising
Committee meeting on October 9, it was
decided that in the event of an early election,
seven Parliamentary seats would be fought :
Paisley, South Ayrshire, North Aberdeen,
Central Fife, Pollok (a constituency in the
southwest of Glasgow), one in Edinburgh
and one other.
The fighting of the Paisley seat_ was regarded
with some concern by the N_OC as, with only
30 SLP members the Paisley branch, no one
could believe the probable candidate, John
Robertson MP, would save his deposit. '

The desire to contest North Aberdeen was
presented to the NOC by two of its members
Bob Tait and Danus Skcne, both members
of the Aberdeen branch. They claimed this
desire had the full support of the branch and
said nothing of the arguments which had been
raised there against fighting Bob Hughes in
North or Ian Sproat in South Aberdeen.

Bob Tait, formerly a member of the SNP,
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is now on the new NEC of the SLP, and
Danus Skene, who is expected to be the
Party’s prospective Parliamentary candidate
in North Aberdeen, is now the SLP Exec-
utive Vice Chairman. Bob Tait has since
expelled from the SLP those who agitated
for the party to fight Ian Sproat in Aber-
deen South. -
Pollok branch, through expulsions and resign-
ations, now has less than 20 members of which
fewer than five are activists, It is impossible
to believe they have any chance of fighting
what is the biggest Parliamentary seat, in
population terms, in Britain. '
Looking at the Edinburgh situation, it was the
general feeling of the whole SLP member-
ship that they should fight the Leith con-
stituency at a General Election. Jim Sillars,
andAlex Neil, the SLP General Secretary, were
strongly opposed to this and advocated that
the SLP should put up against Robin Cook,
the Tribunite in Edinburgh Central. It is
again dificult to understand this decision-
unless some form of electoral pact has been
concluded with the SNP.
At the October 23 meeting last year of the
NOC, the Secretary of the Standing Orders
Committee, Litster Craig Gardiner, stated
that the whole of the Leith branch would need
to be suspended as it had been infiltrated
and controlled by the extreme left wing. The
only evidence produced against the branch
came in a letter from Tom Nairn, a New Left
Review editorial board member for the I
past ten years.
In his letter he stated that he had been in
touch by phone with a personal friend
who was a senior official with the IMG in
London. This person had confirmed that it
was IMG strategy to infiltrate the SLP. -
Several individuals from four other branches
were also suspended becauseof previous  ,_
IMG connections. No evidence was offered
against them.
Jim Sillars did not find it necessary to infbrm
those present at the October 23 meeting
of the NOC that the previous evening he had
addressed a meeting of the SNP-controlled
Andrew Fletcher Society in Edinburgh.
He had stipulated that the text of his speech
should not be published, or released to the
press.
No other member of the SLP was present
at the meeting. In spite of the embargo on the
speech,i't has been reported, without any
disclaimer from Sillars, that the question of
dual membership and joint work between the
SNP and SLP was discussed.
There followed the first Congiess of the SLP
in Stirling, opening on a day when an
Opinion Research Centre Poll conducted for
The Scotsman revealed that 28% of the British
Labour Party vote would swing to the SLP
at the next General Eelection. In contrast,
only 9% of the SNP vote would swing to the
SLP.
The leadership were confirmed in their
decision to expel the Leith branch and the
named individuals. They saw a triple bene-
fit : firstly, increasing electoral credibility
by being seen to do the one thing the British
Labour Party had been unable to do - the
purging of extremists from within its
ranks.
.Secondly, this purge would also make the SLP
palatable to the SNP ; and thirdly, the
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the Party would enable the Leadership to
pick on more seats held by the Tribunite
Left Labour MPs. Although the SLP share of
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removal of the bulk of the active socialists from

 

a general election vote would only be in
the order of ten to fifteen per cent, it
would be taken almost exclusively from the
British Labour Party, so SLP intervention in
a labour-held seat would almost certainly -ensure
S-NP success.
The extraordinary undemocratic scenes which
occurred at Congress culminated in the dis-
bandment of Kelvin, Cumbernauld, Stirling
and Stirling University branches. Their
delegates were expelled on Sunday October 31
for “disruption” without any evidence being
presented or discussion allowed.
The Kelvin branch had long been feared by
the leadership, who had made previous attempts
-to destroy it. Their main fear seems to have
been the wish of Kelvin to build a large
Glasgow membership which could balance
the artificial card-vote majority enjoyed by
the Ayrshire branches.  
A large SLP membership in Glasgow would
also perhaps want to fight its own constituency
seats, and this would not please theSNP,
who need to make substantial gains in the
industrial belts of Scotland in a General
Election to justify their position.
The reasons behind the disbandment of the
other three branches are not so clear. Not one
of these branches has a single member who
has either been a member or associated with
+the IMG. In fact the bulk of their membership
is ex-Labour Party, and their only connection
is that they are all members of the Central
,Area Federation of the SLP.
The Cumbernauld branch of the SNP was -
deeply involved in supportin the Cumbernauldg
dustmen’s strike against an SNP-controlled .
District Council and also against the publicly-
expressed wish of Jim Sillars. The branch
membership was also seriously considering
standing several candidates against the SNP
at the district elections in May 197-7, and
has given consideration to fighting the East
Dunbartonshire Constituency seat at a General
Election. This seat was won by the SNP
from the Tories in October 1974 by 22 votes.

Stirling Town and Stirling University
branches have extremely good relations
with the Labour and Trade Union movement
in the Stirling area, and in the past, prior
to joining the SL_P, members from these
branches were sympathetic to, and worked
for Denis Cavan, Tribunite Labour MP for
West Stirlingshire.
It has been difficult even for myself, who
was a member of the old National Organising
Committee of the SLP, to understand the
motivation behind Sillars’ decision to destroy
the major portion of the Party. I am con-
vinced that time will prove my contention
that only an electoral pact with the SNP
can adequately explain one of the worst
disasters ever to be inflicted on the Scottish
Socialist movement.. - 1| ,
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is -difficult. After the publicity Mrs. S. got abusive
letters and ’phone -calls.

'_  

MRS. P IS SCHIZOPHRENIC. Her eyes
bulge and it is difficult to follow what
she is saying. She is under the delusion
that her husband wants the impending
eviction from their council house as
means of getting rid of her. His rough Labour Ministries have advised that there are
reassurances force her into silence, but more eC0110mi<>a1 Ways Of elflrflfiiing rent  
her eyes stay frightened, and she stalks ut Court orders for debt rather than possession-O .

out, slamming the door. It is her noisiness and hhhchmeht of ehrhlhgh 5
and supposed agressiveness that has I What hasn't dawned in this largely Labour neck
caused years of complaint from the of the woods is that evictions are deep traumas.
neighbours, and 1131-we the eVicti0n_ Since they are executed largely upon families

. I ' h lr d h bl , th f tlThey owe no rent. The house IS neat and clean. -gughéngh Y ave pm ems ey are Iequen y
Three of the five children are in care because it

-was judged they were not developing suffici- MI$- and ML W-. an elderly ¢0nP1<=. were recen-
ently_ "[']'|ey come home at weekgndg and i tly evicted from aprivate hovel they were
holidays. They want to stay home very badly. $nPP0$Bd1y hnying fin £5 3 Week They are 110W
The eviction will wreck this fragile ship. Mrs. P. Sqnntiing in 3 Cnnnch $1“/nnd PI0PeIiy- They
keeps going with a part-time job she can walk are the oldest squatters in town and something
to. The homecoming arrangements for the ' of an embarrassment to the authority therefore.
children will be impossible in the “temporary” - They were fifsi expelled ffnnl -‘=1 Cnnnnil h0l1$e
fincnlnlnndfllinn they Will he Byinled 'E0- The in 1950 when they had 8 children, and he
Councils ignoring 3 Consnlh-1n1l’$ IEPOII, Will ~,_earned £8 a week. They never qualified again
have Completed eyinlinn When this flPP@flI8- for a council house because of the rent arrears
Mr. R. died directly after the bailiffs carried out ffom that hme“ _H°“si_hg has beeh_ thhh historyhis famiws eviction He was a Sick mam The since--written in their faces, their health—and
coroner exonerated the authorities, but we mslde theli ch’“heh'
knew how very hard he took the eviction, and Evictions are to do with the patchy performance
how sick he was in any case. Mr. and Mrs. R. of social work, social security and housing de-
didn’t owe any rent. They had a large family partments. But behind that there is the inherent
and the local housing officials on the estate I subordination of council tenants—-and for an

There are many others—Mrs. K. who was re-
housed from a £2 a week slum to the dearest
flats in the borough. She fell into the gaps
between Social Security, Social Services and
Housing. A punitive Council (Labour) did the
rest. It has almost dawned on some councillors
that evictions cost a lot of money—for home-
less provision (where it exists--one authority
here disqualifies the evicted from its provision)
--for children in care (a startling crescendo of
a statistic). Circulars from both Tory and

judged that the volume of complaints about the increasing number who meet the bailiffs as mort-
boys focussed on the R’s children. gage repayments bite incomes.

The RS hyed in 3 IOW Spenially hnili f°I the Port Talbot Labour Council decreed that it-
higgef ffln1i1ie$- hi faced an nxiensi‘/6 OPBII _ would no longer store furniture from evicted
green 8PflC@- And ‘£11611 in the green SPHCB <fiIBC- tenancies, it should be deposited on the pave-
fly 0PP0$ii@ the hnlnes they hnili blocks Of iment outside. That Labour Council is now P
fh=1i$'—lni=1in1y f0I P9n8i0n@I$- Planning like this -tarnished by a corruption conviction against its
killed ML R-—flnd Pwhflhly $01116 P¢I1Si0I1BIS- lleader for some 20 years. And by losing power
Mm S_ did owe rent when she was evicted_ after 40 years domination. In the big council _
Recently, she became notorious when the estate 3 tenants, movemhht husteh I_"&b0’:f'
gutter press fastened on to the fact that she had B-ht thh Thhhhts sh-h hseh‘-We lh h‘h°h°h5' ._whY
been kept with two of her children in a hotel should we our Ieht if Somebody chh get
for over 12 months at a cost of some £3,000 ' away “nth It asks the sturdy Tenants C°uh'
when the rent Owed was £280_ cillor—a* man who patently pays his rent not

. through fear, but because paying rent is an
What the press didn’t say in its eagerness to intelligible thing to do—and he can afford it.
prosecute the welfare parasites was (amongst '
a lot else) that she had refused to pay rent on Ahhther Phhcy which the Thhahts (Sharihg
principle; that the home she was evicted from power Wm’ the Ratepayers) have hht changed
had been boarded up and never used since; that his the relation with the thwh centre Property"
the house was a so-called Rehabilitation house Developer‘ This deal set up 3 shop development
___a short life property “temporary-= let to with roads and car parks which cost the rate-
families by social services, and that Mrs. S. had payer mmi°n_'and years Ofloah charges‘
been temporary there for 9 years after her [Such millions of pounds subsidy are invisible.
husband had left her with 7 children. The press onehundred pounds rent “Hears is the mark ofdid .t -th th t h h d b ht th ,d1saster. The property firm actually owes
clniiirdiiaiilghefhdtlfoiit Eocial siaijzhfity ugnd iii -£32000 ground Ieht to the Couhch‘ Thhy w°h,t
first cla'i'med benefit in the Bed and Ereakfast r he eV’°“’d' '
Hotel because from there keeping a job is very B913 pumblemn
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IAN DAVIS and John Walburton are both
gay. Because of it, one faced dismissal and
the other was fired. Strike action by
Davis’s NALGO Branch saved him but he
is not allowed to have any contact with
the public in the course of his work. Two
years later, Walburton has still not been
re-instated. Bob Cant explains the diffic-
ulties of posing the gay question in
unions.

The bureaucrats will resist your demands be-
cause they do not fit in with the pattern of cosy
chats about wage negotiations with employers.
Many trade unionists will be genuinely bewil-
dered as to why you should want to raise the
issue at'all; not directly related to wages or
working conditions it seems to them irrelevant
to trade union business. And in a.period of cuts
and massive unemployment many more left-
orientated activists will see it as diversionary.
When the question of being gay is first raised we
are all afraid of the abuse and jeers that could
greet us. Although in my experience, I have
found that the indifferent ‘refer-it-to-sub-
committee-and-move-to-next-business’ attitude
is much more common; and so much harder to
resist.
If unions are seen primarily as negotiating
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as-5-.I-Qfru Qfln3 Iand went to an l1'lCll.lS1l'13l tribunal who upheld ggéga .-I" 1. . . . . Ithe case of unfair dismissal. His employers s;‘J€§:8eE-2 I
defied the court ruling until his local union ’ -"'1
branch took strike action.

tBut two years later John Walburton still has no
been re-instated, and Ian Davis kept his post
only on condition that he did _not have any con-
tact with the public in the course of his work.
The success of the Davis campaign is, no doubt
due to the use of strike action by his NALGO
branch. No such campaign ever got off the
ground in the Walliurton case and despite ex-
tensive publicity, he remains jobless. What is
also interesting about both these cases is that
the authorities do not so much object to em-
ploying homosexuals as being seen to employ
them.
But the need for the Gay question to be raised
in jobs which do not have an ideological role is
equally important. To go to work everyday
feeling you have to hide what is a very import-
ant part of your life, and to make up stories
about fiances in other towns, creates a terrible
strain which damages the whole of your life.
The first thing to be done has to be done by
Gays themselves. We have to set up a Gay group
in our union-—no matter how hard that might
be. The way most Gay groups have got together
seems to have been be advertising in papers like

bodies which consciously or unconsciously i G4)’ News, S¢1PPh0 and Ga)’ Week-
operate on the employers’ terms then it is not l This kind of group is an essential support for
worth raising the gay question. For even if
such a union did adopt a position on gayness
it would inevitably be of a formal nature. It
would not relate to the hidden nature of re-
pression because such a union--a negotiating I The NUPE Gay GI9“P~ jot example’ camp,aigned
body—-does nothing to involve or relate to
any of its members.
A piece of paper from the Executive is not
much use to the gay person afraid to come out
because of the reaction of friends and fellow
workers unless she knows she will be actively
and warmly supported by her union brothers
and sisters.
But if unions are seen as having a potential
which extends beyond the level of bureau-
cratic paper motions, then raising the gay
question takes on a different meaning.
Once the principle has been established that
unions have responsibilities for their members
away from work as well as at the ‘workplace’, it
then becomes easier to raise the question of
gayness.
Gays must argue for the right to be themselves
at work—for the right not to have to pretend
they are something else—for the right to say
that ‘Gay is Good’ without fear of dismissal or
being shunned by their workmates.
These kind of demands have been raised in
those professions which have an ideological role,
such as teaching and social work. Much publicity
was gei'i"er'ated by the cases of John Walburton,
who was dismissed from teaching by the ILEA,
and Ian Davis who was threatened with dis-
missal from a social work post in Tower Ha mlets.

NALGO in Tower Hamlets came out on strike
over Ian Davis’s case. He was sacked for a

anyone who decides to come out at work, or to
submit a motion to the union's Conference or
Executive.

successfully for their union to adopt a policy
against Gay discrimination. In my own union,
NATFHE, the Gay group was for a long time
myself and one other person. We raised the Gay
question in the Rank & File group of the union
and they then campaigned for it. NATFHE has
now, as a result, adopted a policy of opposing
discrimination against Gay lecturers.
The Gay Group must show itself to be aware of
other aspects of trade unionism. There is no
point in going to meetings only for the sake of
the Gay question. We must involve ourselves in
the whole work-of the union.
The kind of support that was given by the Gay
Socialists and Lesbian Left on the picket line at
Trico is also important. Not only does it show
you to be concerned about other union issues
which do not directly concern you but picket
lines also provide a fantastic opportunity for
discussion of political issues including the Gay
question.
A lot of hard work must be done to persuade
other activists of the importance of the Gay
question and to persuade other Gays to come
out. It will not happen quickly and a continu-
ous flow of propaganda must appear. But
eventually it must become obvious that it is
in the interests of all workers to take the
question seriously. For a working class that is
divided--—on grounds of race or sexuality or
anything else--is far more likely to be
defeated. " Bob - -canI

John Willikzmson : Gav. a social worker
and .,. sacked.

NALGAY— The NALGO Gay Group
Now over two years old, NALGAY was the
first gay group to be set up in a trade union.
Early last year, the NALGO national conference
passed a motion instructing all NALGO negoti-
ators to attempt to add ‘sexual orientation’ to
the model clause in all collective agreements
and called upon the National Executive Com-
mittee to request the relevant change in the
TUC’s model rules.
For further information contact Howard
Hyman, Secretary, NALGAY, Flat 3, 108
Foxhall Road, Forest Fields, Nottingham
NG8 6LH.

GAY UNION GROUPS

Gay NUT Group, c/o Tony Konrath, 25 Wood-
lands Road, Isleworth, Hounslow, Middlesex.
Gay Social Workers-—-phone Andrew on 01-
741 1046 or Anne on 01-693 1619.
Gay Teachers, c/o John Russell, l Skelgill Road,
London SW15.
Gay Rights Media Group, Keith Howes, c/o
Gay News, la Normand Gardens, Greyhound
Road, London W14.
ASTMS - Information c/o John Gallagher,
37 Eastbourne Avenue, London W3.
Post Office Engineering Union-—-Steve Gamble,
26 Hounslow Road, Feltham, Middlesex.
TGWU-—Philip Long, 145 Angel Street, Hadley,
Ipswich, Suffolk.
National Union of Students——c/o NUS Gay
Rights Campaign, University College Union, 25
Gordon Street, London WCl.
NUPE Gay Group—c/o The Banks, Sileby,
Leicester LEl2 7RD.
Gay Claimants Union—01-733 4674.
Gay Medics and Dentals, c/o ULU Union, Malet
Street, London WCl.
Gay Health Workers Group—ring St. Albans
69791.
Gay Working Peoples Campaign, 33 Mansfield

. Road, Nottingham.
East London Gay Centre, 19 Redmans Road,
London El also acts as a focus and a meeting
place for many trade unionists and is the con-
tact address for Gav Socihlists-. I l

WHEN THE Revolutionary Communist i the struggle for control of the office, the
Group does anythiiig,it does it thoroughly. = stati°"‘~"Y and the "ame-
And that includes splitting. We were
alarmed recently to receive a letter from
the RCG saying : “ Only letters on this
paper and signed Sheila Marston or
Sarah Martin can be taken to be the
authentic correspondence of the RCG”.
Even more alarming on a visit to their Brixton
office to find the door pulled back slightly
and a cautious head peep around to deny entry
lest your correspondent should rush in and
seize the premises on behalf of the opposition.
But behind this display of uncomradely
behaviour lies a serious factional split
within a grouping many respected. The journal
Revolutionary Comniimist has appeared
sporadically since a group of 80 or so
dissidents were thrown out of the International
Socialists in March 1974. The rest of that
year was spent in discussion and RCG surfaced
with a Founding Document - “Our Tasks and
Methods” - in January 1975.
Since then they have played a role in Troops
Out, issued a pamphlet called “Ireland -
British Labour and British Imperialism” : they
withdrew from TOM in October 1976. Their
main theoretical platform was based on the
economic theories of David Yaffe, particularly
a series of arguments about productive and
unproductive labour. Until the split they
were engaged in developing a position on
the womens' movement which resulted in
a 48 page closely-argued article in the current
issue of the Journal.
Although RCG is shy about its membership
figures, it probably amounted to no more

The losers - if that’s what they are - now call
themselves the Revolutionary Communist
Tendency and hope to open a discussion
with the RCG as to who should own what
of the Group's resources. While the majority
faction have freely explained their point
of view to The Leveller , the Tendency feel
that their position is best explained in the
following statement :
“The issues that underlie this split have been
obscured by a series of charges made by the
RCG leadership. These include the charge of
‘Big Nation Chauvinism’ in relation to the
South African liberation movement. Those
expelled have produced a statement which
argues that this charge is a cover-up for the
real differences which existed in the RCG.
“The expulsions were designed to prevent
political debate. This attempt to stifle
discussion was further reflected on December
10, when seven members of the RCT were
physically prevented from entering an RCG
public meeting in Manchester. The RCT intends
to publish a full critique of the RCG’s
new positions in January 1977.”
The majority faction reject the charge of
stifling discussion and argue that it should
all have happened out in the open by the
opposition writing down their views for
circulation by the Group.
Both sides have prepared public statements
of their positions and they are available
from :
RCG. 49, Railton Road, London SE 24
RCT. 103, Helix Road, London SW 2

Abortion tribunal
THIS MONTH the National Abortion
Campaign gears up for an assault
on the anti-abortion lobby.
The NAC is calling on concerned people
throughout the country to come to the
Abortion Rights Tribunal on January 29
at the Central Hall, Westminster. On this day
evidence will be heard from the .people who
count : women who have experienced the
inhumanity of medical personnel who claim
to respect life ; groups who have evidence
of the inequalities in the provision of service
across the country ; and charities who help
women requesting abortion but who are
seeing their right to do so whittled away in
Parliament.

The Tribunal is sponsored by the 24 organi-
sations who comprise the Coordinating
Committee in De-fence of the 1967 Act.
These include the Socialist Medical Associ-
ation, the Family Planning Association,
The Brook Advisory Centres and so on.
They are joined by more than a dozen MPs,
the Communist Party, trade union branches
and Constituency Labour Parties, half a dozen
Community Health Councils and individuals.

than 59 before the Split B1-It I116 1'0-*‘i><=<>t 
of the left for its ideas can be gauged from the
5,000 print order for the current issue of
its journal.
The circumstances of the split are hedged
about. with personal and political rccriminat-
ions but the heart of the matter was the
Group’s approach to the recent Anti-Aparthe id
movement conference on the Labour Move-
ment and Southern Africa.
The political committee decided that, since
the liberation movements were working with
the Communist Party and Anti-Apartheid, it
was not tor the RCG to use the conference
as a forum for an attack on the CP. The
Opposition felt that this was incorrect and that
the issue had not been publicly or demo-
cratically discussed.
The Majority Faction of the Executive
Committee then argued that the group around
Frank Richards, Chris Davies and Judith
Harrison “have held a different position
on the political orientation of the group
from that previously adopted these
comrades have failed to bring these positions
out into the open so that they could be
democratically debated by the membership.”
The dismissal of the three was carried out
over the weekend of November 13 and 14,
with the rest ot the dissident group following
the next weekend. The Executive Committee
issued a statement on the 16th. It was a
particularly bitter and public battle - hence
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The occupation of the Elizabeth Garret Anderson Hospital, London, reaches a
crucial stage in February when the Area Health Authority is expected to ann- 4
ounce that the hospital will have to move to another location - the Whitting-
ton Hospital in Islington. The workers are prepared to form a human barrier to
prevent any attempt to remove stores from the hospital to the new site.
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A plan to liquidate left wing militants on Kidnapped, tortured, but when this picture
bofli sides of the River Plate has been approved was taken, still alive. Gerardo Gatti lies on
at the highest levels by the military govern- a cot. Perez, used by the torturers as an
ments of Argentina and Uruguay. Evidence intermediary, shows a paper to establish
comes mainly from two independent sources. me dare,
One is the testimony of an eXi1e W110 left  
Argentina in A\.1gl1Sll 1976 and IS HOW living ll’! U1-uguayans kidnappgd Bugnog A11-es
Sweden. The other is an anonymous leiief '10 appeared murdered in Uruguay ;‘other exiles
Aflmesiy 1I1i¢II1fi'li011fl1- were arrested and tortured. I
The Backflound S0 after the military coup in Argentina in
But first it is necessary to sketch some recent March 1976* the 1°05“ ‘understanding’ S°fidi'histOn,_ The armed forces took power in fied into a systematic plan to destroy the exiled
Uruguay in June 1973 and have ruled ever since" Umgu“y‘m1ef_t' And smfe then’ over 60
through puppet civilian presidents; the current Uruguayan exfles have dlsappealei
One. number th-tees i5 DI APfl1'i°i0 MeIldeZ- Late last March, only days after the coup, six
Repression in the country has been systematic members of the Uruguayan group Worker-
and well organised. In the months after the Student Resistance (ROE) disappeared. The
coup, however, a large number of militants bodies of two were later found riddled with
fled to Argentina, where many attempted to bullets in the streets of Buenos Aires. Also
organise and coordinate resistance in Uruguay around this time, mutilated bodies began to be
With the result that, during 1974 and 19'/s the “’?““°d "P °“ the U’“g““Y~'=‘~"‘ °°‘“‘s °f the
Uruguayan regime sought some form of under- River Plate‘
standing with the increasingly repressive ‘I In May, Zelmar Michelini (former senator for
Peronist government in Buenos Aires, to allow the Frente Amplio left wing coalition) and
it to extend its repression into Argentina. This Hector Gutierrez Ruiz (former president of the

cooperation was quite successful-four Chamber of deputies, member of the traditional

_ t

Blanco party) were kidnapped, tortured and
killed, along with Rosario and William Whitelaw.
On June 8th, a group of heavily armed police-
men burst into Gerardo Gatti’s house in Buenos
Aires, and arrested him. Gatti was a militant
trade unionist and founding member of _the
Uruguayan Workers’ National" Convention
(CNT).the Uruguayan equivalent of the TUC.
On the nishrs of Julv .l3th_,ar1d l4th_, many
houses inhabited by Uruguayan refugees were
raided. Approximately 30 people were kidnap-
ped. Amongst them was Leon Duarte, a
founding member of the CNT and former leader
of the rubber workers’ union. Both he and Gatti
were members of the group Worker-Student
Resistance (ROE).
The repression against the left in Argentina is
carried out by police armed forces and death
squads. There is no clear distinction between
these groups, in specific cases, as they overlap
m practice. So when Gatti’s mother presented
a writ of habeas corpus on his behalf through
the courts, the authorities said he was not de-
tained in any official prison institution in the
country. The Minister of Justice repeated the
same denial. Usually, thisis the end of the

_I .

story. Nothing more has been heard from most
of those who have disappeared last year, and
families and friends can only hope that the
unidentifiable bodies that frequently appear in
different parts of Buenos Aires are not those of
their relatives.
The Evidence
On July llth, an anonymous letter arrived at
Amnesty International, written by a father,
whose son had been amongst those who had
disappeared in early July. In the letter, he listed
the numerous unsuccessful efforts he made to
find out his son‘s whereabouts: habeas corpus
and the endless enquiries at police and military
buildings.
No lawyer wanted to handle the case for fear of
reprisals. Eventually, one extremely expensive
one was found, who took 20 million pesos in
advance and did nothing. Only when threatened
with exposure for unethical professional con-
duct did hestart to work on the case.
Excerpts from the letter give evidence of what
he found out: “According to what the lawyer
told us, the only thing that the hierarchy of the
federal police ~-~- with whom he says he has con-
nections of the strictest confidence-——would tell
him are the facts which‘! mention in what
follows:

lst - As far as the Argentine Secret
Service is concerned, they claim they
cannot be held responsible for what
happens to any Uruguayans since they
arc being directly dealt with by the Intel-
ligence Scrvicc of the Uruguayan armed
forces, who have been operating in
Argentina for several months.
2nd -- 'l'hc Uruguayan Secret Service is
directly responsible--~with the known
support of the Argentine authorities-
for what has been happening to Uruguay-
an residents in Buenos Aires, at least since
I975.
3rd------- At this time, it would be impos-
sible to negotiate the freedom or
guarantee the life of our son, since, there
is now underway, a so called Plan Mer-
curio whose purpose is to eliminate all
Uruguayan leftists in both countries.
4th-—~This plan has the official support
of the political-military authorities in
both countries, notwithstanding the
heavy discussions between them about
this plan which was linked to the recent
crisis within the Uruguayan government.
5th——Since the death of Michelini and
Gutierrez Ruiz, and since the kidnapping
of Prof. Quinteros de Diaz from the
Venezuelan embassy, a decision was
made to go forward with Plan Mercurio
to its conclusion. . . .
6th--According to his informants, the ~
case of our son is even more serious
because they accuse him of belonging to
the Worker-Student Resistance, a group
which the Uruguayan military now con-
sider the principal target of its work of
repression, just as the Communist Party
was last December.
7th-—The lawyer made reference to the
existence of lists of names and photo-
graphs, each one with a prescribed
punishment inscribed in the upper part
of the photo, including’ a cross for those
who had already been condemned to
death. This is a confirmation of the ver-
sion of the rumour that had been widely
circulated in Buenos Aires for some time.”

The testimony of Washington Perez, made on
‘August 14th in Sweden, gives a different and
more direct view of the same plan mentioned in

_thc letter. Perez had been living with his family

Uruguay's
plan to

 destroy
the Left:
kidnapping,
torture,
murder  

The military dictatorships in Uruguay have
agreed on a secret plan to eliminate leftist
Uruguayan exiles in Argentina. Called Plan
Merctuio, it is a licence for the Uruguayan sec-
urity forces to kill, kidnap and torture in
Argentina. Peter Thorn explains how this
deadly agreement came to light and how it
works.

I

1|

in Buenos Aires. A former leader of the rubber
workers’ union, long time friend of both Gatti
and Duarte, Perez had fled Uruguay after the
coup, and was selling newspapers to make a
living. ' ~
At about 4am on the 13th July seven or eight
heavily armed men burst into his house. He was
asked to go with them, because ‘they had some-
one who wanted to see me’. They said they had
no specific grudge against him. “It was true I
was wanted in Uruguay, that was a problem
about which the judge was asking for more in-
formation, but it was not serious.”
Perez and his son Jorge were blindfolded and
taken in a car to a large building. They were able
to identify the men as a group of Uruguayan
and Argentine military and police officers. “I
was able to identify them with absolute certain-
ty, Commissioner Campos Hermida of the
Uruguayan military. . . with Inspector Castiglioni
of the Intelligence.”
In the house, Perez was shown Gerardo Gatti,
who was being held prisoner. He bore clear
signs of being tortured, and had a major infec-
tion in his left arm, from being hung from the
roof with his hands in handcuffs. The kidnap-
pers’ plan was simple—-they wanted Perez to
act as an intermediary, to negotiate a ransom
for Gatti in dollars. As they put it: “There are
means, ways that these friends of Gatti can
obtain through groups of unions, solidarity
organisations in Europe, the money that we
want.”
In the course of negotiations, Perez was »
taken several times to the house underlarmed
guard, and had to ferry letters between the kid-
nappers and other Uruguayan comrades who
were to try and supply the money. One of the
Uruguayans’ first demands was a picture, prin-
ted here, to show that Gatti was alive. A ; »
newspaper was included to show the date. But
negotiations were slow and difficult: on one
forced visit, Perez was told that the Gatti ‘ques-

1 1,; $1 Ition was over._. . Liquidated . He was not
able to see him again. The kidnappers then pr_o
duced Leon Duarte, ‘thin, unhealihy, who also
had obviously been tortured.
The ransom would now be negotiated for him.
When Perez repeatedly asked what had happen-
ed to Gatti, hp was told, “restrict yourself to
what we said? Don’t'ask questions.” Duarte
hadn’t eaten for four days. One of the men
suddenly became embarassed at this; and
yelled at another kidnapper, “How can this
man be without food, bring him food and every-
thing, and some shoes.” The other man replied
that there were forty pairs of shoes downstairs.
In his testimony Perez says he doesn’t know
whether this was just an expression or whether
numerous people had already been murdered
there.

Like the previous negotiations these did not
work out. Perez was eventually advised by
other comrades to leave the country as quickly
as possible, as he and his family knew too much.
This he did, arriving in Sweden in August.
Some other points he remembered are extreme-
Iy important. When he first was taken by the
kidnappers, one of them told him, “we are a
Nazi-fascist group”. '
In the house they had a picture of Hitler, and
they said, “Hitler is on one side and God is on
the other". Other pictures included one of
Moran Charquero, a Uruguayan head of police
who was known as a torturer and was murdered
by the Tupamaros guerrillas. The men were
constantly asking for Uruguayan whisky and
cigarettes; they kept referring to the urgency of
obtaining ransom ‘money, with phrasesélike,
“the band is getting restless". Perez was also
able to confirm that one of the senior members
of the group was an Argentine colonel. On one
occasion, when Perez was being taken to a_ _
meeting, they were stopped by federal pohce 1n
the streets of Buenos Aires. The kidnappers
flashed some documents, and were allowed to
move on with no questions asked.
The best evidence of military cooperation O
concerns the announcement at the end of last
October by the Uruguayan government that it
had arrested 62 members of a new ‘subversive’
organisation, the Party for Popular Victory.
Fourteen were named and put on show. Nine
of the fourteen were in fact political refugees
who had disappeared in Buenos Aires in June
and July.
The leaders of the imagnary group, which was
supposed‘ to have kidnapped Jewish business-
men in Buenos Aires to finance the ‘internat-i
ional marxist campaign to distort Uruguay‘s
image’ were named as, among others, Gatti and
Duarte. The government did not make clear
whether arrests were made in Uruguay or
Argentina.
What has happened to them? Itis highly prob-
able, but not certain, that Gatti is dead. From
what Washington Perez has said this appears to
be the case. “Don’t ask anything more about -
Gatti, because that’s all over”, they told him.
It is possible that both men have been taken to
Uruguay, and may be amongst those alleged
members of the ‘Party for Popular Victory’
that have not been named. If this is so, it is
possible that international pressure on the
Uruguayan dictatorship may have some effect;
how much is a difficult question to answer.
As Washington Perez says, “if we don’t manage
to save the lives of the comrades, at least we
can spread the information, so that the whole
world knows how these soldiers, gangs of thieves
and murderers, kidnap and torture with the

-assistance of the Argentine government."
0

_ l
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orkin
Poulantzas on the

petty bourgeoisie

“THE UNSEEN yet hovering presence of
PouIantzas” was referred to by Stuart Hall
as he presented the first paper of a two-
day conference on “Class and the Class
Structure” at the South Bank Polytechnic
at the end of November. This indeed set
the ‘tone of the first day.’ Nicos ’Poulant-
-zas, member of the Greek Communist
Party of the Interior and author of four
books,‘ was the ever- recurring reference
point of the conference, although he him-
self did not speak (except to remonstrate
with Stuart Hall for misrepresenting his
views) until the f'mal session of the first
day.
Poulantzas, who now teaches at Vincennes
University (Paris), came to the attention of
British Marxists with the publication in English
of his first book “Political Power and Social
Classes” and his debatewith Ralph Miliband on
the nature of the state.2 Debate with Poulant-
zas has escalated and broadened with the
publication of his third book “Classes in Con-
temporary Capitalism”. It was two of the
concepts developed in this work that were at
the centre of much of the debate at the
conference.
Many of the speakers at the conference defined
the working class “broadly” to include all
those who sell their labour power. Poulantzas,
however, defended a “narrow” definitionof the
working class; this includes only those involved
in productive labour. An extract from “Classes
in Contemporary Capitalism” clarifies this
point: “In the capitalist mode of production,
productive labour is that which directly pro-
duces surplus value. . . labour performed in the

THE RADICAL Education Conferepce
held in London at the end of November
attempted to show the relationship bet-
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class n 7 (Pg 14). When considering social class determin-
I ation, Poulantzas stressed that classes only exist

in the class struggle, and therefore in relation to. _. other classes.  
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sphere of circulation of capital, or contributing
to the realization of surplus value is not pro-
ductive labour; wage earners in commerce,
advertising, accounting, banking and insurance,
do not produce surplus-value and do not form
part of -the working class. . .”(Pg 211-212).
Those wage earners not involved in productive
labour, like service workers for example, are
not a part of the working class, but are a part
of the new petty bourgeoisie.

Pl‘!

.Poulantzas also emphasised that political and
ideological elements, as well as economic, are

working class and the new petty bourgeoisie?
Poulantzas argued that the new petty bour-
geoisie is being polarised towards the working
class in the class struggle, but he insisted that
this polarisation is not a “given”. It has to be
won and may subsequently be lost (as in Chile
and Portugal). Thus he focused on the need for
the dominance of the working class to be asser-
ted within this alliance. His analysis has
immediate political implications for revolution-
ary strategy. It raises the question of class
contradictions “among the people” which are
often side-stepped by the defenders of the
broad definition. (We’re all——or nearly all-
working class now!)
Thinking about the conference as a whole,
there is, it seems to me, a limit to how much
people can really absorb of seven dense papers
delivered in two sessions of eight hours and six
hours crammed into two days. Would it not
have been possible for the excellent organisa-
tion of this all-ticket conference to have been
extended to include advance mailing of the

-III

papers? This would break down the speaker/
audience division by making “the speaker” the
focus of a full discussion. This would make
more political sense than having a short discus-
sion tagged on to the end of a paper. In addition
it was clear that the papers were presented with
a view to publication.3 While this is positive as
they will be accessible to more people than the
450 there, it presents further difficulties for
those present. What is written to be read is often
too concentrated for a listener to digest.

David Drake
1. The four books by Poulantzas published by

New Left Books are “Political Power and
Social Classes”, “Fascism and Dictatorship”,
“Classes in Contemporary Capitalism” and
“The Crisis of the Dictatorships—Portugal,
Spain, Greece”. _

an integral part of structural class determination. 2. The Miliband/Poulantzas debate on the state
In “Classes in Contemporary Capitalism” he
states that: “. . . a social class is defined by its
place in the ensemble of social practices i.e. by
its place in the social division of labour. This
includes political and ideological relations”

sroom Consciousness
fighting against an oppressive education system
to being forced to defend.what’s left of it;
making the dual economic-ideological strategy
so necessary. No one believed that if the cuts

Ween economic and ideological attacks on . were restored tomorrow, there would be an
educatjom It was an extension of the mag_ educational system that would meet the needs
azine Radical Education ’s role as a “forum °f the wofldng class‘
for those seeking to develop a revolution-
ary socialist critique of the present
system. . . ” A
The conference was attended by a'broad range

There is a danger in believing that a vanguard
of revolutionary teachers can develop a strategy
effectively against the right without encourag-
ing the development of consciousness amongst I
the working class about education and its role in

appeared in “Ideology in Social Science”
edited by Robin Blackburn (Fontana Paper-
back).

3. The texts of the conference papers be
published by Lawrence and Wishart. .
i “

of activists, some Organised (IMG, Big Flame, working class struggles. The conferonce'finished with the fc ration of
Socialist TBECIIEIS AIIIHIICB) and 0lZl'lBI‘S l'l0lI. This danger segmgd tQ bg igngrgd by the 'I‘ga(;}1- '3 network Pf Radlcal Education groups’ which
There was noticeable absence of Rank and File ers‘ Action Collective with 'the'notion asl ' 2 should begm to develop th‘°"gh°u’ the
teachers; something of a missed opportunity it understood it, of schbol as factory and teachers country. These will provide a forum (in conjunc-
for them! (students too?) as automatically members of the lion with. the journal) for exchanghig ideas’

working class There seems little point in devel mformation and news about campaigns organis-
ii “€a$_taH_p1cca;ion1 11011 lrmiybte Irteet ang makeloping revolutionary consciousness in the class ' ations and strategies. Liverpool, Manchester; _
on ac wi sc oo teac ers ut a so Furt er mom If there is no material base in the Working Sheffield, Leeds, Huddersfield and London will

Education teachers, students, research workers . _a]1 have on S in the near future F I fu the
and community edl1¢fllIi0I1 P°0P1e- class' Many speakers maqe the pomt thin the 'informaf:iIon Eontact Radical Education art Ifight had to be as much in the trade unions and
The conference concentrated on how the strug- the community (especially parents) as with 86 Eleanor Road’ L°nd°n E8‘
gle in education has been transformed from teachers. _ A _ Dave Ca,-re,

‘@-

IMPERIALISM

CIA Briefing: The first of series
produced by the Agee/Hosenball
Defence (‘ommittec on the CIA and
its operations. This pamphlet is a
reprint of rt-velnnt sections of US
Senate reports on ‘Alleged A-SSu_8ln
tion Plots involving foreign leaders’.-
()tl1or pninphlt-ts in the series are on
the (‘IA and Jamaica, Phil Agee on_

tutti lite |-"l""" i’"Il.Y- F9" 3 ‘COPY - Priory Avenue, London N8. CSE’s annual conference, on Class _

East Timor: For information on the
struggle for an In dependent East .
Timor, send s.a.e. to the British Cam-’
paign, 40, Concannon Road,Lon-
don SW2. ‘

Second World Defence : “The
L Superpowers, The Threat of War,
and the British Working Class”
is a pamphlet discussing the
problems of Soviet State capital- '
ism and social-imperialism,
superpower rivalry, and the
danger of war in Europe ;
presents a working-class policy
for national defence. Single
copies 20p plus postage from :

THEORY AND
PRACTICE

CONFERENCE of Socialist
Economists. Weekend school on
Regionalism, 5-6 Feb, details from I
Doreen Massey, Centre for Environ-
mental Studies, 62 Chandos Place, 1
London WC2. Weekend school on .
Changing Forms of Working Class
Struggle, 19-20 Feb, contact Tom
Wongref, 55 Mercers Road, London
N19. Weekend school on the Re-
structuring of the State Apparatus,
12-13 March, contact John Hollo-» "
way, Department of Politics
University of Edinburirh..3Jl _.._
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Socialist Art: Tyneside Trade
Unionists for Socialist Arts seek to
promote links between socialist
artists and the Labour Movement.
They are keen to involve more
pleople. Contact the secretary, c/o

ewcastle Neighbourhood Projects,
College of Arts and Technology,
Bath Lane, Newcastle~NE4 STQ. -
Revolutionary Art: A preliminary I
conference o progressive and aspiring
revolutioriary artists will be held at ' .
Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, Lon-
don WC1. ‘Details from The Provis- I
ional Committee, The League of
Socialist Artists, 1 8 Cambervvell '
_- urch Street, Lond_on SE5.
POTLATCH in Manchester, 28-30

-Jan, proposed themes-;—Liiring in
the City and/or Sexuality. Write " _ _
with ideas for the potlatch--to.-c/o I
Attic Library, 178 Oxford Thad,
Manchester. I

OTHER   
‘Bill or Rights : Right Wing pro-
tposals for a Bill of Rights, intended

. r. I - I‘ ' ' fr
(‘overt tlptr-rations; and the LIA Second W01-1d ])efence_ 27, IBI-ICCIEQII P1369‘, _Edmbl-l1'Bh_EI'!_3_ IT to protect capltal and property om

send .\ttp to the Agee-I-loserrball " _St1-“gale, The State and the Re-
llcfenro t‘mn|nlttt-.e, I86 Kings structuring fc -t I -uh ll, Id F
(‘toss Nomi. I-vlltlull WC-1 X 9DE- ‘ SEX/POL in Bradfordoon .l‘aul;nThe’i'e fire

. _ , various lccal groups working to-
CP and women: The Communist -WBfdS COl'lf3l'€l'lCCI F01’ details

Party is reviewing its programme °f the I-'°nd°n gm“? coma“ Kevin‘

Cainpaignn Against The Arms
'l'r1u|i' is lmltllng ll national
wt-eh of at-tion from January
24 In H). tlroups all over the
country will not just be holding
rm-clings and writing to MPs, but
also |rlt*kt"l iltg IIl'IIlS factories and
other" sites of conglomerates who
have nr moments subsidiaries.
Fm" vsnnlple : l*IMl Cinemas,
Ilrltish l.t~ylnnd showrooms.
Supporters will also be staging
S|mttsui‘t_'t| firsts. (.7AAT’S next
mttlorml meeting is in London
on .Iu|u|nry I5. Details from
(‘A AT. S, Cnlcdonian Road,
l.n|IilnIl N l. Tel OI 278 1976.

(‘A/\'|' has also produced a
report listing for the first time
more than J00 major producers
of military t-quipmcnt (20p
from (‘A AT) and four new
fact sheets : Ii‘t't't.t'S/t Sales of
Major Weapons Systems ;
Licenced Production of British
Arms Abroad ; British Product-
ion ofMajor Weapons Systems ;
Nuclear Technology, Nuclear
Weapons and the Arms Trade,
Single copies free, 75p per
loo copies in bulk.

l*ll.'l'SA: The End of Loans to South-
em Africa campaign hastwo briefing

t )1 I"i ml Hill Samuel and Standard '-Pl I ‘ - "
lhmk. ( sop each inc, p&p) which
make good background reading
after Leveller 2's theme on Southern
Al'rlt~n. For copies write. to ELTS_A
I.)-I, Wrottesley Road, Harlesden,
London NWIO. q _
l‘¢irtugal-Chile-Britain: A planned
tliroo day festival/conference being
organised by the Portugese Workers
(‘o ordinating Committee a-nd the
t‘hIlt.~ Solidarity Cultural Committe.
Tim organisers hope the event will
lippunl to the organised left and
people working in the field of poli-
llt‘lI culture in this country. If you

‘The British Road to Socialism’. I

tice and theory, during three even-

Wednesday, January5 and Thursday
January 6 from 6- 10 pm at the be a Centre for Marxist EducationPolytechnic of Central London, 35
Marylebone Road, London W1. For
details phone Jane Noble on 01-
242 1776. '

Costa del Trico: The Womens
Theatre Group have now fixed the
dates for their new musical, OUT!
_Oll the COSIH del TTICO. llllh-l6ll_l'l, John Schwartzmantel Leeds
18th-22nd January at 9,30_ pm. it
will be at the Bush Threatre, Shep-
herds Bush Green, London W12.
25th-29th January at 9.00pm at
The Oval H0099, 54. Kellllillgwfl . Organised by NOISS, a week of lec-

McDonnell, 35 Colville Gardens,
There will be a discussion of femif I. London w11- For the other 31'°_"P$
aism and its impact on Socialist prac- contact 'l°hn.U"Y=' D°P' of S°°‘°'103?, University of Lancaster,
ing sessions on Tuesday, January 4, Cartmel Colieger Bailriggr L3néast°1'-

Marxist Education -There will

conference on the “Problems
of Marxist Education” on
January 22 at :: Swarthmore
Centre, Leeds. Speakers so far
include Harry McShane, Ruth
and Edmund Frow and Michael

' \

Barrett-Brown. Details from :

'70, Cottingley Heighti, Leeds
LS 11 OJ L _r _
arxist Poly: 1-8 July 1977,

-"socialist or reformist Governments,
have gone unanswered. The Nation-
.al Council for Civil Liberties is ‘
fholding a one day conference to
extend the debate, inviting trades
unionists and workers from volun-
tary organisations, pressure 9-oups
and political parties and groutps, to _
bring them into what has so ar -
been an elitist debate among . -
lawyers and politicians: Conference
is at LSE on Saturdays February S
10.30-5.30. Fee : £5 butthis
covers backhound book and
papers, lunch etc. ‘ , _
Ostrich: Poetry and short stories in
lthis Iast issue include ‘For countless.
dead Chileans’, About Mayakovsl_<y,-
and Snapshot from an album, Beirut-
'19'7S. It has closed largely due t_o dis-
tribution problems, despite having a
Northern Arts Council Grant, Send
40p (includes postage) for a copy
to Ostrich, 10 Greenhaugh Road,
South Wellfield, Whitley Bay, Tyne
& Wear NE2S 91-IF.

Welsh Housing: As housing misery
grows in Wales, probably a third of

Oval: London SE1 1- 4th""6thi 11th‘ lIUl'@'S, CIISCUSSIOHS and debate 3I'Ol.ll'ld ' Walgs unQmp]0ygd are I
13th February at 8 00 m at The 1-re as ants of Marxism Want to 6011- workers. To fight this ‘absurd end_ - P Y P !
Albany Empire, Creek R0-‘M1, DePt- tribute‘? Write to 6 Cotton Gardens
-ford London SE8. London E_2.

‘Abortion : National Abortion I CQNTACTS
Campaign Tribunal. Information
in writing wanted from all women, STUDENT NETWORK: There will

I_ - _

of absurd economic. policies and
political priorities’, get in touch
with South Wales Housing Action .
35, Deri Road, knylan, Cardiff.
LI" .I-.

liufllre Studies: ‘A conference on
‘Industry, The Community and. .

workers’ groups, FPA and social be a national conference of the Iiber- Appropriate Technology (ICAT 77)
‘workers, community health __
councils, abortion counsellors, weekend 4th-6th February. Itwill _
GPs, union branches in schools,
hospitals and elsewhere. If you Street, Manchester Univeisity, Man-
can help, or would like further
information, contact NAC, 30,
Camden Road, London NW1 by
January 29. ~

Kent Women : Forum/Conference
will be held at St. Mary’s Hall,
Collegez_Road, Bromley from
l0am- pm, February 5. It is
expected to have four speakers
in the morning, whilst the after-
noon will consist of discussion
groups, creche and refreshments. ' -
Details from Frances Roberts on:
01 658 0499

Lesbian Left : A collective of
lesbians who are also feminists
and socialists. The group meets
fortnight-Iy on Thursdays at the
Wornens.’ Liberation Workshop,
38, Earlham Street, London WC1.

Acting Against Fascism: Bolton
Womens’ Liberation Group is re-
searching into fascist movements and
women; the National Front now,
and Asian women and their children,
They also want to start a self-
defence group and need a teacher or

are Interested, write to John Hoyland, advice on good books. Contact
o .‘~iouthcote Road, London N19 Bolton Womens’ Liberation, 52,
('l'ol:0l—60‘7 4845). V Yewdale Gardens, Bolton , Lancs.

tarian students network over the

take place at ‘The Squat’ Devas

zchester 13. Details from the
Libertarian Society, c/o Students
Union, Manchester University,
{Oxford Road, Manchester 13.

I...-_

JohnStorev

is now being planned for April lS—_
20. It will be five days of events
in Leeds and the North of Eng-

“land as a follow-up to the ICAT
conference in Bradford last year.
Further details from the Future
Studies Centre, 15 Kelso Road,
Leeds LS2 9PR.

i
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